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STAY FOCUSED 
Imagine what you can achieve in life is you stay focused 
on that which you want to achieve. Imagine you are 
consistently working on yourself to become the person 
you admire most to be. The tragedy, however, is that often 
times we find ourselves going back and forth swinging on 
the pendulum of our goals. Staying focused is a challenge. 
Many a things would easily distract a person most 
especially in the digital world we are living at present 
whereby even social media seems that exciting and if 
unchecked remains a time killer. 

As students we go through periods where we work hard 
consistently to achieve our goals. Along the way we also 
find ourselves falling into the trap of shifting into the 
retrogressive gear whereby we go through periods when 

we do not put much effort to achieve our goals.

As humans we are susceptible to failure along the way. While we made some milestones in the 
year 2020, it is also obvious that in other aspects we performed not as we anticipated or worked 
hard to. That is normal. Failure is not fatal, Failure equals education. All we need to do when 
we fail is to shift an extra gear, to work hard than ever before. In the article hard work comes 
with a prize. Rowland Kauseni said that “I found that nothing in life is worthwhile unless you 
take RISKS.” Africa’s iconic political; hero and pacifist the great Nelson Mandela said further 
adds: “there is no passion to be found playing small and setting for life that’s less than the one 
you capable of living.”

Cascading down to the local terrain Noel Supedi is cements the same philosophy the article 
Aim High. If we want to achieve our goals, aim high and work hard there is nothing impossible. 
“Failure is not my option. I devote my time, interest, passion and commitment towards studies. 
I just want to achieve my goals. I realized that if you have goals everything is possible.
Truth be told It is not always that things in life work according to our plans. Sometimes it is 
wise to redirect our plans according to situations at hand as Gilton Mkumbwa lectures in the 
article

This issue has no shortage of motivational and inspirational articles.  2020 best student 
awardees featured in the magazine attest to the fact that everything is possible with hard work 
being the price to pay. Going a step further this edition bites a chunk on communication. 
Communication is very vital in every business and we need take extra. Communication can 
break or strengthen relationships. 

The wise have always said that the best way to the future is through the past. This edition 
recognises that as well. In this regard Examiners reports have been featured to give guidance 
on how to tackle examinations ahead. As preparations for June 2021 examinations are gaining 
momentum, you will do yourself great service by going through the featured Examiners reports.
Certainly having gone through the Examiners reports, the Institute has no iota of doubt that you 
are set to sit and conquer the June 2021 examinations which are just a month away. Stay 
focused to achieve your goals for in 2021 and they will be achieved.  It can be done and only 
you can achieve the dreams you have. The Institute wishes you good luck and success in 
respect of June 2021 examinations.

Patrick Achitabwino
Editor
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OVERCOME OBSTACLES
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There will always be challenges 
in life. In any path we walk in 
pursuit of our greatness there 
will always be obstacles. 
Despair not. Give up not. 
Obstacles are not there to stop 
you but to aid your 
perseverance in pursuit of your 
dreams. Without failure there 
would be no success. The 
moment you overcome the 
seemingly insurmountable 
obstacles you tend to believe 
and realise that achieving the 
impossible is possible.

Consider this, if there was no 
Goliath, David would not have 
been a hero. If ICAM 
examinations were to be simply 
just simple like many other 
examinations, the qualification 
would not have been portable 
and cherished by employers. If 
there were to be no rain we 
would not harvest produce for 
sale and food. Obstacles are 
necessary in the path of our life 
so that they prune us off 
complacency, pride, ego and 
re-direct us on the right path the 
destiny of our choice.

If you look at the obstacles you 
have encountered in life you 
will realise that they also offer 
you a second best opportunity 
to improve yourself. The 
COVID 19 accorded students 
less time for studies but 
eventually ignited in them the 
drive to work hard on their 
own, to utilise electronic 
resources than ever before, and 
to cherish the value of group 
discussions and group harmony. 
Obstacles have an equal 
measure of opportunities.

The Institute was challenged by 
the pandemic. The model of 
operations at the Institute had to 
change. A year had to be added 
to the students mandatory 
qualification studying term 

limits. As more students were 
demonstrating the hunger and 
desire to complete their programs 
quickly, it dawned on ICAM to 
consider four sitting in a year. That 
will happen. Challenges make 
people think. 

As your Institute enhanced customer 
intimacy, it was more of a 
nightmare to reach out to students 
based outside Blantyre. Students 
were also having challenges too. In 
the end, ICAM responded by 
opening its satellite office in 
Lilongwe which eventually 
improves service delivery. 
Challenges and obstacles are there 
to open new paths for doing things. 

In the past, it students and the 
Institute could hardly interact 
whenever it was needed. Models of 
communication in place then were 
almost obstacles to the need for 
immediate access to information. 
Boom. Obstacles brought to light 
the utilisation of other 
communication models. It is 
delighting that the Institute now 
interfaces with students through 
several WhatsApp forums. Now the 
Institute regularly set meeting with 
students using online platforms like 
Zoom. Obstacles are no obstacles 
when you become creative. 
Obstacles become catalysts for 
innovation and improvement.

You have the future to make and 
only you can make it. You have 
dreams to live and only you can live 
them. You have aspirations to 
satisfy and only you can make that 
become the impossible. There are 
great chapters of the book of your 
life and only you have to write them 
through your deeds. Whatever the 
case, there will always be thorns 
along your path where you have 
to walk barefoot. Keep on 
walking. Defy the obstacles. 
They can only be unconquerable 
if you believe that they are. They 
can easily melt like butter on a 

hot blade only if you also believe it is 
possible. Let any obstacles you are passing 
through be the motivator in your journey to 
the destiny land of your choices. 

I wish you great success as you are 
conquering the June 2021 examinations

Francis Chinjoka Gondwe, Ph.D

Message from the Chief Executive Officer
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I found that nothing in life is worthwhile unless you take RISKS. 
Nelson Mandela said: “there is no passion to be found playing 
small and setting for life that is less than the one you are 
capable of living”. 

Now I am sure most of you think ICAM examinations are hard 
to break but believe you me you can break them with your two 
�ngers.  I am sure people have told you to make sure you have 
something to fall back on but that was never a philosophy I 
though was progressive in the light of my vision and 
professional career growth.

If I am going to fall, I don’t want to fall back on anything, I don’t 
want to fall forward either. It then dawned on me that wish 
such positive mental attitude I could take the ICAEW Computer 
Based Exams (CBE) head on. 

Truth be told, without consistency you will never �nish. Simply, 
do what you are passionate about. Take chances. In my case I 
opted for 3 CBE papers at once. The common denominator is 
that never be afraid to fail. There is an old IQ nine dots test and 
you had to draw �ve lines with a pencil without lifting it. The 
only way to do it was to go outside the box. Don’t be afraid to 
think outside the box. Don’t be afraid to fail big, to dream big 
but remember dreams without goals are just dreams. 

 You can make a di�erence. I have open up hitting 3 CBE exams 
at once. You can also hit all 4 CBE exams at once. It is possible. 
With a lecturer or no lecturer, you can pass these exams.  Be 
optimistic like Bill Gates, Warren Bu�et, Jack Welch and Mark 
Zuckerberg. The di�erence between these people and other 
people – they are always optimistic for the future. When you 
are optimistic, there is always an opportunity.

Here is a little bit about myself. I am a holder of a 
non-accounting degree and joined ICAM at Chartered Level. 
Believe you me, I studied the whole knowledge level including 
the P8 without attending any lecture: just self-studying. The 
secret to this was completing the syllabus and practising the 
exam past papers under the exam conditions. 

I transcended with the same mind-set to the professional level 
where there are CBE exams.  The CBE exams are just the same 
as the paper-based exams. The only di�erence is that the 
exams are conducted on the computer. That is the di�erence. 

How I managed passing three CBE Exams with an average 
score of 71%, this is my secret: I discovered that there are two 
challenges that we face in these exams: Software and the 
actual exams. 

To overcome the challenge of the software, I practised the 
question bank to familiarise myself with it and to build 
con�dence in my typing skills. You don’t have to be a 
shorthand typist. You will discover so many shortcuts in the 
software that will help to reduce the time spent on typing. 
Once the con�dence and comfortability of typing is there, the 
only thing that you will be thinking of, is the second challenge 
of the actual exam. 

I overcame this by practising the question bank and the past 
exam questions and mocks including the papers not included 
in the question bank of CBE software. This means all the past 
papers that are available on www.icam.mw. The papers are 
there for practice. If we don’t, who will do it?

I also discovered through practice that each paper has its own 
approach. The approach depends on how you understood the 
topics in the syllabus.  For instance, Financial Management, no 
matter what, I always start with question 3: Risk management, 
then question 1 and �nish with question 2. This was my 
approach on this paper. Yours can be di�erent depending on 
how you have understood the syllabus. This helped me to 
manage my time in the exam. 

For Financial Accounting and Reporting, I always start with 
question 3, then question 4, question 1 and �nish with question 
2. This is the challenging paper that needs you to come up with 
the �nancial statement standards �rst before you start doing 
any calculations. 

For Audit & Assurance, I always start with question 1 then 
question 3, then question 4 and �nish with question 2. This 
paper is a very subjective paper that when you are working it 
out, you need to have in mind that each answer carries a half 
mark. 

CBE exams have long scenarios that take much of the exam 
allocated time for us to understand. The �rst thing in the exam is 
to read the exam requirements �rst before reading the scenario. 
This helped me to know exactly what the examiners want us to 
identify in the scenario. Mind you these are practical exams that 
require us to demonstrate the skills and the knowledge of the 
syllabus by linking the points in the scenario to the knowledge.  

Taking three subjects was a risk but taking a risk is not just about 
going for a job, it is also about knowing what you know and 
what you do not know. It is about being open to people and to 
ideas. The chances you take, the people you meet, the people 
you love, the faith that you have, that is what is going to de�ne 
you. Never be discouraged, never hold back, give everything 
you have got, CBE exams are passable. 

More tips of how to approach each paper can be found on 
YouTube by Luke James, ACA Chartered Accountant. 

This is how I overcame the challenges of these exams. There is 
nothing impossible under the sky. You can also do the same and 
become the �rst ICAM Chartered Accountant

HARD WORK COMES WITH A PRIZE      by Rowland Kauseni
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        My name is Samuel Njiwa, 28 years old, currently staying in 
Zingwangwa, Blantyre. I go to PACT College in 

Kanjedza.

Persistence, patience and focus has helped me     
 to achieve best student awards in two subjects 

Taxation and Management. After receiving this 
award I have set my career goals further 

and destined to become a Chartered 
Accountant with The Institute of 

Chartered Accountants in 
Malawi (ICAM).

I like the accounting course, 
because it is certainly 

rewarding. Generally accountants are well paid. Accounting on its own is 
technical, intellectual and possess demonstrable attributes that interest me. 
Despite �nancial challenges which I faced to pay tuition fees I did not lose 
my focus. I made sure that time management was a part of my life.

I choose to study with ICAM because it is a reliable and strong reputable 
examining board. I enrolled with this board in 2013. I started with Certi�cate 
in Financial Accounting (CIFA). Apart from school am also involved in church 

activities especially youth activities at our church Living Waters.
Mr Kumar Mangalam Birla, an Indian and one of the most successful 
accountants motivated me to study accounting. My last words to my fellow 
accounting students would be: “achieving our professional goals requires 
patience and persistence. It demands seeing through and �ghting through 
obstacles which come along the way. Hard work with persistence keeps one 
going on, no matter the circumstances. 

ACCOUNTING IS A REWARDING CAREER 
By Samuel Njiwa.

A CHAMPION DOES NOT 
BECOME A CHAMPION IN A 
RING BUT WHAT HE DOES 
OUTSIDE THE RING 
by Andrew Chagoma

1.  Tell us about yourself(name, age, location, college)
     My name is Andrew Peter Chagoma. I am    
     24. Currently I am  staying in Lilongwe. I   
     learn at PACT college-Lilongwe campus.

2.  Can you tell us you’re secret to  
      achieve this award?
      I will not call it a secret, rather a  
      habit. It’s always my habit to     
      put God �rst in everything that I  
      do. Faith without work is     
      dead, so I worked extra hard and  
      smart to achieve this award. 

3.   What are your career goals after   
      receiving this award?
      This award is my stepping stone to technician  
      diploma. That is my way to become one of the chartered  
      accountants of  near future.

4.  What do you like most about accounting course? 
      With accounting course, I am not only assured of getting a   
      job but I am also equipped with business knowledge and its   
      management.

5.  Tell us the challenges which you have encountered     
      during your studies?
      Covid 19 preventive measures reduced time for learning in    
      class. This put a burden on me to �nish the syllabus without   
      lecturer’s support. Secondly, economically I was a�ected by   
      Covid 19. This discomfort was a�ecting my studies.

6.  Why did you choose studying Accounting Course with   ICAM? 
      According to my observation, ICAM syllabus is broad. Becoming a 

chartered accountant with ICAM means you are fully equipped 
with knowledge and skills.

7. When did you enrol with ICAM?
     In January 2020.

8.  Apart from school what other activities are   
     you  involved in?
   I work with Fount for Nations as a head of Early   

 Childhood Development (ECD)

9.  Who is your role model? 
Actually my role model is any person who serves as a 

minister of �nance. Making �nancial budgets for the country is 
what I desire.

10.  Last words to your fellow students.
        A champion does not become a champion in a ring but what he does   
        outside. For me to win this award, I sacri�ced my opportunities and  
        luxuries. ICAM exams serve. a person according to how one wants to  
        be served. If one chooses to work hard, ICAM exam is simple and the  
        opposite is true. Lastly, let me �nish with what the C.EO of ICAM said  
        during the award ceremony and I quoted. “If you don’t work hard,  
        you put yourself among the average which is a large group .So if you  
        are among the average, your name will not be recognised.
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         The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Malawi  hereby publishes the timetable for the June 2021 examinations as follows:   

LEVEL 3 (FINAL)
Monday 19 July 2021                                A1 Corporate Reporting (3½hrs) CBE 

  Morning 8.45am  - 12.30 pm                               

Tuesday 20 July 2021                               A2 Strategic Business Management (3½ hrs) CBE 

LEVEL 1 (KNOWLEDGE)

 

Morning 8.45am  -  12.00 Noon                   Afternoon 1.45pm -  5.00pm  

    Morning 8.45am  -  12.00 Noon                       Afternoon 1.45pm -  5.00pm  

Tuesday 25 May 2021                               T1.3 Business Mathematics & Statistics                                          

Wednesday 26 May 2021                                                                                                   T2.4  Company Law   

Thursday 27 May 2021                                                                                                       T3.1 Auditing                 

Friday 28 May 2021                                    T3.3 Taxation                                                                                                                 

Monday 31 May 2021                                T2.1 Accounting/2                                             T1.4 Business Law  

Tuesday 1 June 2021                                T3.2 Costing & Budgetary Control                   T2.3 Information Systems 

Wednesday 2 June 2021                          T2.2 Economics                                               T3.4 Management
Thursday 3 June 2021                                                   T1.1 Accounting/1                                                                                    T1.2 Communication                          

CERTIFICATE IN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

Wednesday 26 May 2021                                
 

Thursday 27 May 2021                                                                                                    
     

FA3  Business Knowledge       

Tuesday 25 May 2021                                                                                                                          

     

    

Morning 8.45am - 12.00 Noon                        Afternoon 1.45pm - 5.00pm
  

Friday 28 May 2021
 

 

 

FA2  Practical Mathematics & Computing    

FA1  Business Communication  
FA4  Business Accounting

ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN / DIPLOMA

THE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT (MALAWI)

   

 

 

Thursday 27 May 2021                                                                                                       P5 Assurance   

Friday 28 May 2021                                   P6 Principles of Taxation                                          

Monday 31 May 2021                                P3 Management Information                                                                                                                

Tuesday 1 June 2021                                P1 Accounting Framework                               P7 Business & Finance  

Thursday 3 June 2021                                P8 Fin. Mngmnt Accounting Skills & Comp.    P2 Legal Framework     

  
  

 

Wednesday 26 May 2021                                                                                                  B4 Tax Compliance                                                                            

Thursday 27 May 2021                                                                                                       B5 Public Sector Accounting   

Monday 7 June 2021                                 B3 Audit & Assurance (2½hrs) CBE                 B2 Financial Accounting & Reporting (IFRS) CBE  

Wednesday 9 June 2021                                        B6 Business Strategy & Technology (2½hrs) CBE     B1 Financial Management (2½hrs) CBE                                                                                                               

 

 

  

 

   

LEVEL2 (PROFESSIONAL) Morning 8.45am - 12.00 Noon                        Afternoon 1.45pm - 5.00pm

THE INSTITUTE OF 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
IN MALAWI

INSPIRATIONAL  QUOTES

The Pessimist Sees Difficulty In Every Opportunity. The Optimist Sees 
Opportunity In Every Difficulty.” – Winston Churchill

The Best Way To Get Started Is To Quit Talking And Begin Doing.” – 
Walt Disney

“You Learn More From Failure Than From Success. Don’t Let It Stop 
You. Failure Builds Character.” – Unknown

If You Are Working On Something That You Really Care About, You 
Don’t Have To Be Pushed. The Vision Pulls You.” – Steve Jobs

“Failure Will Never Overtake Me If My Determination To Succeed Is 
Strong Enough.” – Og Mandino

“Knowing Is Not Enough; We Must Apply. Wishing Is Not Enough; We 
Must Do.” – Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe

“We Generate Fears While We Sit. We Overcome Them By Action.” – 
Dr. Henry Link

“The Man Who Has Confidence In Himself Gains The Confidence Of 
Others.” – Hasidic Proverb

 “A Room Without Books Is Like A Body Without A Soul.” – Marcus 
Tullius Cicero

“There Are No Limits To What You Can Accomplish, Except The Limits 
You Place On Your Own Thinking.” – Brian Tracy

Jokes
A man tells his doctor, “Doc, help me. I’m addicted to Twitter!”
The doctor replies, “Sorry, I don’t follow you …”

What kind of exercise do lazy people do?
Diddly-squats.

What’s the different between a cat and a comma?
A cat has claws at the end of paws; A comma is a pause at the end of a clause.

What is an astronaut’s favourite part on a computer?
The space bar.

Why is it annoying to eat next to basketball players?
They dribble all the time.

Why do bees have sticky hair?
Because they use honeycombs.

Rest in peace to boiling water.
You will be mist.

Why did it get so hot in the football stadium after the game?
All of the fans left.

How do trees get online?
They just log on!

Where are average things manufactured?
The satisfactory



I am Noel Supedi, ICAM Professional Level 2 
Student. I have recently .recently been 
awarded best student  for December 2020 in 
B3 Audit and Assurance. I have now passed 
3 subjects at this level. I started ICAM at 
Knowledge Level in 2019 and it has been a 
fruitful journey ever since.
 
I chose ICAM because it’s a local 
qualification and most of the course 
elements taught apply locally. The 
programme is affordable to most students. 
ICAM programmes have been proven to be 
the best accounting course so far and 
although most of the students say that it’s 
difficult, the truth of the matter is that ICAM 
qualification is not.

MY SECRET

Failure is not my option. I devote my time, 
interest, passion and commitment towards 
studies. I just want to achieve my goals. I 
realized that if you have goals everything is 
possible. What is more important is 
dedication, time management and above all 
practice-especially with the Computer Based 
Examinations (CBEs). Use the CBE Training 
Package whenever answering questions 
involving the ICAEW papers.

LOOKING FORWARD

It is my wish to be one of the first ICAM 
Chartered Accountants in Malawi. I know the 
journey won’t be easy but it is possible. 
  
PAPERS PASSED AT PROFESSIONAL LEVEL

B3 Audit and Assurance            82%
B4 Tax Compliance                  78%
B6 Public Sector Accounting      64.5%

AIM HIGH by Noel Supedi

“Failure is not my option” 

- Noel Supedi speaks

LETTER TO ICAM

Dear ICAM, 

We cannot let this go without a word of 
thanks.

We have just finished writing our CIFA 
exams which were being administered 
at Don Bosco under strict Covid-19 
administration. 

We therefore heartily extend our sincere 
gratitude for the great effort taken by 
ICAM to have the students sit for this 
August-2020 exams. 

This has not been an easy to go kind- of 
effort under such a worldwide Covid-19 
pandemic.

Once again we say thank you ICAM and 
hats-off for you.

Your candidate, 

Baiton Balakasi 
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It is a well-known attacking strategy in a 
game of chess that when your opponent 
has defended very well, say on the King 
side, you have to redirect your attack to the 
Queenside.

In life sometimes it is a wise idea to change 
the course of your route. It is only a foolish 
captain who will not consider changing the 
course of his ship when he encounters a 
storm.

When a door closes, God will open a 
window. It does not matter how old you are. 
There are many examples of great people 
who changed the courses of their lives later 
in their lives. Sylvester Stallone started 

acting when he was in his mid-thirties. 
Michael Jordan changed from basketball 
player to baseball player to businessman. 
Brad Pitt was a limo driver before he found 
gold in acting. Famous author Steven King 
was a janitor before he became an author. 
Top designer Georgio Armani studied 
medicine, worked as a doctor at a military 

hospital before he started a carrier in 
fashion designing. Pope Francis worked as 
a bouncer at a night club.

Life is an adventure, do not be afraid to 
enter into new territories if you are 
convinced you will be happier if you 
ventured into those territories. There are 
many examples of people who went on to 
study a different thing all together when 
they realised their lives would improve if 
they studied that other thing. Do not stick 
on to a thing that you know cannot help you 
much.

Approach life with an open mind. Be ready 
to change the course of your life if need be.

BE READY TO CHANGE THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE
by Gilton Mkumbwa

These 7 tips will help you become a better 
communicator at work (and everywhere else). 

1. Focus on the other person. 
Even those who consider themselves master 
multitaskers can't deny strong one to one 
communication requires the eyes to show respect. 
If you are replying to text messages while 
someone across the table is expecting your 
complete attention, your actions signal you are not 
interested. We also miss important social cues 
when we don't give another person our full 
attention.

Although you are perfectly capable of carrying on 
a thoughtful conversation, giving concise 
feedback, and scanning your emails for important 
updates, you are best served to look squarely in 
the eyes of your client or supervisor and give them 
your undivided attention. 

2. Listen. 

Workplace miscommunication comes with a cost 
in terms of lawsuits, low morale, and loss of 
respect, misunderstandings, and poor customer 
service. Listening is perhaps the most underrated 
communication tool at work (and in life). So often 
when someone else is speaking, we are focusing 
on what we want to say next, instead of listening 
to what they are attempting to tell us.
Break the habit by reframing what you just heard 
or don't understand, asking for clari�cation if you 
have a question or concern. Use your body to your 
advantage by smiling, nodding when appropriate, 
and facing the person who is speaking, shoulder to 

COMMUNICATION TIPS 
Compiled by Zion Tamula

shoulder. Avoid shaking your foot or �dgeting, 
which sends the message you are anxious for the 
conversation to be over. 

3. Be concise. 

Be respectful of everyone's 
time by keeping your 
message brief, direct, and 
speci�c. We've all been 
around people who tend to 
ramble, veering conversa-
tions o� on random 
tangents, or devoting 
excessive time to personal agendas.
Be mindful of starting (and ending) meetings 
when you say you will. The consideration will be 
appreciated. 

4. Timing is everything. 

If you are working on deadline and a co-worker 
pops into your o�ce to talk about something 
that's not urgent, ask if you can get back to them 
instead of trying to multitask or getting annoyed: 
"This report is due shortly. Can I get back to you in 
about an hour?"

Likewise, people will be more receptive to your 
idea when they have an adequate window 
available to process it. Set up a meeting that works 
for you both to discuss a project. Don't try to talk 
about non-urgent matters with someone who is 
scrambling to prepare for a big client presentation. 

5. Choose the right delivery. 
Decide the most appropriate method for the 

message and the recipient. Sometimes a 
face-to-face discussion is necessary, other times a 

quick text works just 
as well. Certain 
information is best 
delivered via email, 
which can be read at 
the recipient's 
convenience and not 
only provides a 
written record but 
allows for more 
thought and careful 

choosing of words. 

6. Ask questions. 

Communication is a two-way street. Thoughtful, 
open-ended questions are the workhorses of 
e�ective communication: they show your interest, 
invite others to contribute, identify and clear up 
misconceptions, improve understanding, and 
spark new ideas. 

7. Use your words to your advantage. 

Your words have the power to forge connections, 
build your career, help others, and improve your 
business. Avoid speaking in destructive ways, such 
as gossip, disparaging remarks, or negative 
comments. That doesn't mean never disagreeing 
or expressing a concern, but doing so in a way that 
is constructive. Keep an open mind and avoid 
personal attacks on character or opinions. 
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GENERAL COMMENTS

In general, students have performed poorly in 
this examination diet as there is no candidate 
who has passed the paper. This can be attributed 
to the poor performance by students in the 
optional questions whereby they mostly failed to 
score marks above 10 marks, which is half of the 
total allocated marks for each question.

The examination paper was however fair and 
comparable to previous examination diets.

There are some general observations related to 
the scripts marked for this 
examination diet as follows;
•  Some candidates were not   
     indicating question numbers  
     being attempted in the answer  
     booklet especially on the top  
     of the page.
•  Most candidates failed to  
     attempt whole question parts.
•  Some candidates wasted time  
     by cancelling entire answers  
     and ran out of time in the  
     process.
•  Candidates ought to know   
     where to use “Dr” and “Cr”, as  
     these are used for T accounts  
     and not when preparing elements of financial  
   statements e.g. Statement of Financial Position.
• There has been a clear demonstration that   
    candidates appear to lack requisite knowledge  
    in accounting. Most answers provided by the  
    candidates were deficient.

The Examiner also observed that a few 
candidates did not adhere to examination 
instructions especially instructions numbers 4 
(Candidates required to attempt 3 questions from 
Section B) and 6 (Begin each answer on a fresh 
page).

Some candidates attempted all 4 (four) questions 
in Section B as well as combining answers for 
different questions on a same page in the 
answers booklet.

The individual question performances have been 
outlined below.

Question 1
This is a compulsory question with an allocation 
of 40 marks. The following were noted in most of 
the scripts marked:

Part (a) (i) required describing the following four 
fundamental accounting concepts;

(1) Materiality
Most candidates failed to mention how 
material transaction omission or misstate-
ment can influence the decisions of users.

(2) Substance over form:
Candidates failed to demonstrate knowledge 
of this fundamental concept, more especially 
regarding how the transaction’s real 
substance affects the economic situation of 
the business unlike the legal position of the 
same transaction. 

(3) Consistency
Most candidates failed to explain this concept 
properly. The accounting treatment suppos-
edly being applied consistently for similar 
items and can be applied from one account-
ing period to another e.g. straight line 
depreciation method for all motor vehicles 
being applied in years 1, 2 and 3 consistently.

(4) Prudence
Many candidates missed out on the “caution” 
element accountants ought to use when using 
their professional judgment. However, many 
candidates did mention that assets or income 
are not supposed to be overstated as well as 
understating liabilities or expenses which 
was correct.

Part (a) (ii) required describing roles of regulato-
ry institutions in the accounting profession in 
Malawi as follows;

(1) Malawi Stock Exchange (MSE)
Over 50% of the candidates had no idea of 
what MSE does as they mentioned markets 
which have nothing to do with MSE as some 
confused MSE with forex trading. This was 
due to lack of knowledge. Page 32 of the 
study manual clearly shows what MSE does 
in Malawi.

(2) Institute of Chartered Accountants in Malawi     
      (ICAM)

Most candidates missed out the element of 
Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) which ICAM provides to members, as 
well as updating members on technical 
matters affecting the accounting and auditing 
profession.
However, most candidates ably mentioned 
the role which ICAM plays with regard to 

setting professional accounting examina-
tions.

(3) Malawi Accountants Board (MAB)
There were some candidates who could not 
differentiate the respective roles which MAB 
and ICAM play, such as the oversight role 
MAB plays over professional accountancy 
bodies as well as auditors.
Candidates also failed to mention the role 
MAB plays with regard to the review of 
statutory financial statements for public 
interest entities.

Part (a) (iii) required the candidates to differenti-
ate redeemable preference shares from irredeem-
able preference shares. Over 50% of the 

candidates did not attempt this question.
As for the few candidates who attempted it, 
the difference between the two terms was not 
properly explained.
It was a clear demonstration of knowledge 
gap in the candidates regarding different 
types of shares issued by companies.

Part (b) was subdivided into 2 and required 
the following;

(i) Preparing Phalira’s Statement of Profit or     
     Loss for the year ended 30th June 2020
   The common challenges noted were;

• Candidates included items meant for     
    Statement of Financial Position such as  

          debenture loan and share premium balanc 
          es in the statement of profit or loss
• Failure to show workings which attract marks  
    for some figures e.g. rent and rates and   
     electricity figures.
• Failure to treat correctly the dividend of   
    MK110, 640.
• A few candidates deducted separately rent and  
   rates prepayments from MK155, 838 e.g.   
   indicating separately on the Statement of Profit  
   & loss (MK155, 838 –MK6, 720) and 
   (MK155, 838-MK32, 610).
• A few candidates also struggled to calculate  
   correctly motor vehicle depreciation charge as  
   well as the provision for doubtful debts.

(ii) Preparing Phalira Limited Statement of   
     Financial Position as at 30th June 2020.
     The common challenges noted were;
• Current assets items appearing as liabilities  
    and vice versa.
• Failure to deduct debtor’s provision on the   
    Trade Receivables balance.
• Share Premium balance appearing under   
   liabilities instead of under Capital and   
   Reserves.
• Stationery expense wrongly treated as an   
    asset, as if the stationery items were inventory.

Overall, a few candidates scored more than half 
of the allocated marks in the items which was not 
satisfactory hence the overall dismal 
performance during this examination diet.

Question 2
The question was the least popular and it was 
attempted by very few candidates.

This question was divided into two parts.

Part (a) required defining the following elements 
of accounting information;
 
(i) Revenue.

Many candidates failed to mention that 
revenue is derived from “ordinary activities” of 
the business and that it can take different 
forms based on the nature of the industry that 
business is in. 
For instance, financial services industry’s 
revenue is derived from interest income and 
for accountancy firms (audit firms), their 
revenues are derived from audit fees.

(ii) Expenses
Many candidates failed to demonstrate good 
knowledge regarding outflows to generate 
revenue for a business.

(iii) Owner’s equity
Similarly, most candidates failed to properly 
define owner’s equity and how it is normally 
represented by Capital, Retained Earnings and 
Drawings.

Part (b) required preparing the following ledger 
accounts to record payroll transactions for AM 
Limited for the month ended 30 June 2020.

(i) Salaries account
    The entries posted in the account were on the  
    wrong side of the T account as well as some  
    candidates posted wrong gross salary amounts  
    to the account.
    The individual PAYE and pension amounts   
    were also missed out by many candidates.

(ii) Cash account
The balance b/d was posted to the credit side 
as well as candidates failed to post the 
balancing figures for the entire salaries related 
expenses as credit entries.

(iii) Pension control account
Wrong amounts were posted in the account 
as well as some candidates posted the 
transactions on the wrong side.
Some narrations were wrong as well as 
failure to balance the T account.

(iv) Salaries control account
The entries posted in the account were on the 
wrong side of the T account as well as some 
candidates posted wrong amounts to the 
account.
Some narrations were wrong as well as 
failure to balance the T account.

(v) PAYE control account
Similar challenges as in the other above 
accounts were also noted especially 
regarding posting wrong amounts as well as 
posting on the wrong side of the T account.

Overall, in all the four items, wrong 
narrations as well as failure to balance the T 
were common challenges. Low marks were 
scored by the few the candidates who 
attempted this question.

Question 3
Part (a) was subdivided into 3 parts; 
(i) Required mentioning five uses of a journal.
    Few candidates managed to correctly mention  
   3 uses, correction of errors, adjustments to   
   ledger entries as well as writing off bad debts  
   otherwise most answers were wrong.

(ii) It required explaining the purpose of aged   
      receivables analysis for a business.
     Most candidates lack knowledge as to the   
     main purpose of having an aged receivables  
    analysis. Some candidates wrongly mentioned  
    “making profits” and none of the candidates  
    who attempted this question mentioned  
     the “categorizing into time period  
     scales of receivables”. e,g. 30 days,  
     60 days, 90 days etc.

(iii) It required explaining the accounting  
       treatment for the following expenses  
       in the partnership accounts.

      (1) Salaries for partners
         Some candidates confused with  
         how these transactions appear in  
         an individual partner’s current    
         account.
        There were also some candidates  
        who tried to explain how they arise  
        based on the partnership’s   
        agreement when the question did          
not require them to do so though.

    (2) Interest on drawings
        Similar challenges highlighted under   
        salaries for partners were noted.

   (3) Interest on capital
        Similar challenges highlighted under   
        salaries for partners were noted.

Part (b) was subdivided into 2 parts.
    (i) It required listing any five items found in a  
         trial balance. It was discouraging to notice  
         very poor answers as some candidates    
         mentioned some account names which can  
         surely differ from one organization to   
         another e.g. sales, personal accounts etc.

   (ii) Required preparation of a trial balance for  
         Lusako Banda as at 31st October 2020.
        Challenges noted on this question part were;

   • Naming an account in customer’s/suppliers’  
      name instead of sales or purchases respec 
      tively e.g “bought goods from LY Limited” as  
      an account on the Trial balance instead of   
     “purchases”.
   • Preparing a financial statement based on the  
       amounts provided in the question.

  • Balances posted on the wrong side of the trial  
      balance.
  •  Creating T accounts.
  •  Failure to adjust some balances such as   
       inventories, cash on hand and trade creditors.

Overall, most candidates performed poorly on the 
question as no candidate scored more than half 
(i.e. 10) of the allocated marks.

Question 4
The question was divided into 2 parts. 
Part (a) was subdivided into 2 parts.
  (i)  It required defining the following terms
  (1) Gross loss

Some candidates defined Gross Profit instead of 
the examined Gross Loss and many failed to 
demonstrate the circumstances which can lead to 
Gross Loss when Cost of Sales were in excess of 
Revenue.

(2) Cost of goods sold
Similarly, candidates failed to explain correctly 
the formula of opening stock plus purchases less 
closing stock to derive on cost of goods sold.

(3) Net profit or loss
Most candidates only mentioned net profit 
scenario.
Some candidates failed to demonstrate that either 
net profit or loss emanates from deducting 
expenses from Gross Profit/Loss.

(ii) Required listing five items that are 
found in statements which are sent to credit 
customers.
Most candidates failed to mention most expected 
items which are found in credit customers 
statements such as “amounts not settled by the 
customer” or “amounts paid by the customer” 
etc.
There were some candidates who clearly showed 
that they confused a statement with an invoice.
It was strange to note that a good number of 
candidates failed to attempt this question part.

Part (b) required preparation of Ipyana Mwambe-
ne’s trading account for the six months ended 
31st December 2019 using (i) First in first out 
method of stock valuation and (ii) average cost 
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method of stock valuation. Some candidates lost 
marks due to failure to show workings for sales 
and purchases figures. Similarly, a good number 
of candidates also failed to compute correctly the 
closing stock value under each valuation method 
and not showing “opening stock” in the Cost of 
Sales section of the trading account.

Overall, extremely poor marks were scored by the 
candidates.

Question 5
The question was also divided into 4 parts, as 
follows:

Part (a) was subdivided into 2 parts and required 
the following;

(i) Listing four techniques used in preparing    
     accounts from incomplete records. A good  
    number of candidates failed to attempt this   
    question part and poor answers were noted for  
    those who attempted it.

(ii) Listing four costs that should be included in  
      the valuation of inventory. Similarly, a good  
      number of candidates failed to attempt this  
      question part and poor answers were also   
      noted for those who attempted it.

Part (b) required contrasting profit on disposal of 
an asset from loss on disposal of an asset.
Candidates who attempted Question 5 failed to 

properly explain how profit or loss on disposal of 
assets can arise hence could not differentiate the 
2. There were also a good number of candidates 
who did not even attempt answering this question 
part.

Part (c) required preparing cashbook reconcilia-
tion for NBM Ltd for the month ended 31st 
October 2020. A good number of candidates 
failed to update correctly the cashbook before 
attempting the bank reconciliation. The opening 
overdrawn cashbook balance of MK8, 500 was 
generally treated wrongly as well as wrong 
figures were captured when attempting to update 
the cashbook balance. For candidates who 
decided to prepare a T account, some entries 
were posted on the wrong side of the account.

For the reconciliation part, wrong amounts were 
used by the candidates.

Some candidates lost out marks by not attempt-
ing this question part.

Part (d) required preparation of (i) John Mike’s 
statement of profit or loss for the year ended 30th 
June 2020 and
 (ii) John Mike’s statement of financial position as 
at 30th June 2020.
Correct answers were generally noted on these 2 
question parts, save for the drawings balance of 
MK42, 125 which was wrongly treated as a 
liability by a few candidates instead of as part of 

Capital and reserves.

Overall, poor marks were obtained by most 
candidates who attempted this question.

Conclusion

Candidates and tuition providers are encouraged 
on the following so that there can be some 
improvement on pass rates in subsequent 
examination diets;
• Have a proper examination approach which   
    ensures that all question parts are attempted,  
    hence increasing chances of obtaining marks.
 • Ensuring that all workings are shown, and
 • Adequate coverage of the entire syllabus so  
    that candidates attempt all questions in the   
    examination.

Candidates are also encouraged to spare time to 
read examiner’s feedback for previous examina-
tions. The reports highlight common shortfalls 
noted in the past examination diets.
The examiner’s feedback is insightful for 
improvements to happen in successive examina-
tion diets.

There is also need to practice using past 
examination papers and suggested solutions 
uploaded on ICAM website for both candidates 
and tuition providers.
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(ii) Cash account
The balance b/d was posted to the credit side 
as well as candidates failed to post the 
balancing figures for the entire salaries related 
expenses as credit entries.

(iii) Pension control account
Wrong amounts were posted in the account 
as well as some candidates posted the 
transactions on the wrong side.
Some narrations were wrong as well as 
failure to balance the T account.

(iv) Salaries control account
The entries posted in the account were on the 
wrong side of the T account as well as some 
candidates posted wrong amounts to the 
account.
Some narrations were wrong as well as 
failure to balance the T account.

(v) PAYE control account
Similar challenges as in the other above 
accounts were also noted especially 
regarding posting wrong amounts as well as 
posting on the wrong side of the T account.

Overall, in all the four items, wrong 
narrations as well as failure to balance the T 
were common challenges. Low marks were 
scored by the few the candidates who 
attempted this question.

Question 3
Part (a) was subdivided into 3 parts; 
(i) Required mentioning five uses of a journal.
    Few candidates managed to correctly mention  
   3 uses, correction of errors, adjustments to   
   ledger entries as well as writing off bad debts  
   otherwise most answers were wrong.

(ii) It required explaining the purpose of aged   
      receivables analysis for a business.
     Most candidates lack knowledge as to the   
     main purpose of having an aged receivables  
    analysis. Some candidates wrongly mentioned  
    “making profits” and none of the candidates  
    who attempted this question mentioned  
     the “categorizing into time period  
     scales of receivables”. e,g. 30 days,  
     60 days, 90 days etc.

(iii) It required explaining the accounting  
       treatment for the following expenses  
       in the partnership accounts.

      (1) Salaries for partners
         Some candidates confused with  
         how these transactions appear in  
         an individual partner’s current    
         account.
        There were also some candidates  
        who tried to explain how they arise  
        based on the partnership’s   
        agreement when the question did          
not require them to do so though.

    (2) Interest on drawings
        Similar challenges highlighted under   
        salaries for partners were noted.

   (3) Interest on capital
        Similar challenges highlighted under   
        salaries for partners were noted.

Part (b) was subdivided into 2 parts.
    (i) It required listing any five items found in a  
         trial balance. It was discouraging to notice  
         very poor answers as some candidates    
         mentioned some account names which can  
         surely differ from one organization to   
         another e.g. sales, personal accounts etc.

   (ii) Required preparation of a trial balance for  
         Lusako Banda as at 31st October 2020.
        Challenges noted on this question part were;

   • Naming an account in customer’s/suppliers’  
      name instead of sales or purchases respec 
      tively e.g “bought goods from LY Limited” as  
      an account on the Trial balance instead of   
     “purchases”.
   • Preparing a financial statement based on the  
       amounts provided in the question.

  • Balances posted on the wrong side of the trial  
      balance.
  •  Creating T accounts.
  •  Failure to adjust some balances such as   
       inventories, cash on hand and trade creditors.

Overall, most candidates performed poorly on the 
question as no candidate scored more than half 
(i.e. 10) of the allocated marks.

Question 4
The question was divided into 2 parts. 
Part (a) was subdivided into 2 parts.
  (i)  It required defining the following terms
  (1) Gross loss

Some candidates defined Gross Profit instead of 
the examined Gross Loss and many failed to 
demonstrate the circumstances which can lead to 
Gross Loss when Cost of Sales were in excess of 
Revenue.

(2) Cost of goods sold
Similarly, candidates failed to explain correctly 
the formula of opening stock plus purchases less 
closing stock to derive on cost of goods sold.

(3) Net profit or loss
Most candidates only mentioned net profit 
scenario.
Some candidates failed to demonstrate that either 
net profit or loss emanates from deducting 
expenses from Gross Profit/Loss.

(ii) Required listing five items that are 
found in statements which are sent to credit 
customers.
Most candidates failed to mention most expected 
items which are found in credit customers 
statements such as “amounts not settled by the 
customer” or “amounts paid by the customer” 
etc.
There were some candidates who clearly showed 
that they confused a statement with an invoice.
It was strange to note that a good number of 
candidates failed to attempt this question part.

Part (b) required preparation of Ipyana Mwambe-
ne’s trading account for the six months ended 
31st December 2019 using (i) First in first out 
method of stock valuation and (ii) average cost 
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method of stock valuation. Some candidates lost 
marks due to failure to show workings for sales 
and purchases figures. Similarly, a good number 
of candidates also failed to compute correctly the 
closing stock value under each valuation method 
and not showing “opening stock” in the Cost of 
Sales section of the trading account.

Overall, extremely poor marks were scored by the 
candidates.

Question 5
The question was also divided into 4 parts, as 
follows:

Part (a) was subdivided into 2 parts and required 
the following;

(i) Listing four techniques used in preparing    
     accounts from incomplete records. A good  
    number of candidates failed to attempt this   
    question part and poor answers were noted for  
    those who attempted it.

(ii) Listing four costs that should be included in  
      the valuation of inventory. Similarly, a good  
      number of candidates failed to attempt this  
      question part and poor answers were also   
      noted for those who attempted it.

Part (b) required contrasting profit on disposal of 
an asset from loss on disposal of an asset.
Candidates who attempted Question 5 failed to 

properly explain how profit or loss on disposal of 
assets can arise hence could not differentiate the 
2. There were also a good number of candidates 
who did not even attempt answering this question 
part.

Part (c) required preparing cashbook reconcilia-
tion for NBM Ltd for the month ended 31st 
October 2020. A good number of candidates 
failed to update correctly the cashbook before 
attempting the bank reconciliation. The opening 
overdrawn cashbook balance of MK8, 500 was 
generally treated wrongly as well as wrong 
figures were captured when attempting to update 
the cashbook balance. For candidates who 
decided to prepare a T account, some entries 
were posted on the wrong side of the account.

For the reconciliation part, wrong amounts were 
used by the candidates.

Some candidates lost out marks by not attempt-
ing this question part.

Part (d) required preparation of (i) John Mike’s 
statement of profit or loss for the year ended 30th 
June 2020 and
 (ii) John Mike’s statement of financial position as 
at 30th June 2020.
Correct answers were generally noted on these 2 
question parts, save for the drawings balance of 
MK42, 125 which was wrongly treated as a 
liability by a few candidates instead of as part of 

Capital and reserves.

Overall, poor marks were obtained by most 
candidates who attempted this question.

Conclusion

Candidates and tuition providers are encouraged 
on the following so that there can be some 
improvement on pass rates in subsequent 
examination diets;
• Have a proper examination approach which   
    ensures that all question parts are attempted,  
    hence increasing chances of obtaining marks.
 • Ensuring that all workings are shown, and
 • Adequate coverage of the entire syllabus so  
    that candidates attempt all questions in the   
    examination.

Candidates are also encouraged to spare time to 
read examiner’s feedback for previous examina-
tions. The reports highlight common shortfalls 
noted in the past examination diets.
The examiner’s feedback is insightful for 
improvements to happen in successive examina-
tion diets.

There is also need to practice using past 
examination papers and suggested solutions 
uploaded on ICAM website for both candidates 
and tuition providers.



GENERAL COMMENTS

In general, students have performed poorly in 
this examination diet as there is no candidate 
who has passed the paper. This can be attributed 
to the poor performance by students in the 
optional questions whereby they mostly failed to 
score marks above 10 marks, which is half of the 
total allocated marks for each question.

The examination paper was however fair and 
comparable to previous examination diets.

There are some general observations related to 
the scripts marked for this 
examination diet as follows;
•  Some candidates were not   
     indicating question numbers  
     being attempted in the answer  
     booklet especially on the top  
     of the page.
•  Most candidates failed to  
     attempt whole question parts.
•  Some candidates wasted time  
     by cancelling entire answers  
     and ran out of time in the  
     process.
•  Candidates ought to know   
     where to use “Dr” and “Cr”, as  
     these are used for T accounts  
     and not when preparing elements of financial  
   statements e.g. Statement of Financial Position.
• There has been a clear demonstration that   
    candidates appear to lack requisite knowledge  
    in accounting. Most answers provided by the  
    candidates were deficient.

The Examiner also observed that a few 
candidates did not adhere to examination 
instructions especially instructions numbers 4 
(Candidates required to attempt 3 questions from 
Section B) and 6 (Begin each answer on a fresh 
page).

Some candidates attempted all 4 (four) questions 
in Section B as well as combining answers for 
different questions on a same page in the 
answers booklet.

The individual question performances have been 
outlined below.

Question 1
This is a compulsory question with an allocation 
of 40 marks. The following were noted in most of 
the scripts marked:

Part (a) (i) required describing the following four 
fundamental accounting concepts;

(1) Materiality
Most candidates failed to mention how 
material transaction omission or misstate-
ment can influence the decisions of users.

(2) Substance over form:
Candidates failed to demonstrate knowledge 
of this fundamental concept, more especially 
regarding how the transaction’s real 
substance affects the economic situation of 
the business unlike the legal position of the 
same transaction. 

(3) Consistency
Most candidates failed to explain this concept 
properly. The accounting treatment suppos-
edly being applied consistently for similar 
items and can be applied from one account-
ing period to another e.g. straight line 
depreciation method for all motor vehicles 
being applied in years 1, 2 and 3 consistently.

(4) Prudence
Many candidates missed out on the “caution” 
element accountants ought to use when using 
their professional judgment. However, many 
candidates did mention that assets or income 
are not supposed to be overstated as well as 
understating liabilities or expenses which 
was correct.

Part (a) (ii) required describing roles of regulato-
ry institutions in the accounting profession in 
Malawi as follows;

(1) Malawi Stock Exchange (MSE)
Over 50% of the candidates had no idea of 
what MSE does as they mentioned markets 
which have nothing to do with MSE as some 
confused MSE with forex trading. This was 
due to lack of knowledge. Page 32 of the 
study manual clearly shows what MSE does 
in Malawi.

(2) Institute of Chartered Accountants in Malawi     
      (ICAM)

Most candidates missed out the element of 
Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) which ICAM provides to members, as 
well as updating members on technical 
matters affecting the accounting and auditing 
profession.
However, most candidates ably mentioned 
the role which ICAM plays with regard to 

setting professional accounting examina-
tions.

(3) Malawi Accountants Board (MAB)
There were some candidates who could not 
differentiate the respective roles which MAB 
and ICAM play, such as the oversight role 
MAB plays over professional accountancy 
bodies as well as auditors.
Candidates also failed to mention the role 
MAB plays with regard to the review of 
statutory financial statements for public 
interest entities.

Part (a) (iii) required the candidates to differenti-
ate redeemable preference shares from irredeem-
able preference shares. Over 50% of the 

candidates did not attempt this question.
As for the few candidates who attempted it, 
the difference between the two terms was not 
properly explained.
It was a clear demonstration of knowledge 
gap in the candidates regarding different 
types of shares issued by companies.

Part (b) was subdivided into 2 and required 
the following;

(i) Preparing Phalira’s Statement of Profit or     
     Loss for the year ended 30th June 2020
   The common challenges noted were;

• Candidates included items meant for     
    Statement of Financial Position such as  

          debenture loan and share premium balanc 
          es in the statement of profit or loss
• Failure to show workings which attract marks  
    for some figures e.g. rent and rates and   
     electricity figures.
• Failure to treat correctly the dividend of   
    MK110, 640.
• A few candidates deducted separately rent and  
   rates prepayments from MK155, 838 e.g.   
   indicating separately on the Statement of Profit  
   & loss (MK155, 838 –MK6, 720) and 
   (MK155, 838-MK32, 610).
• A few candidates also struggled to calculate  
   correctly motor vehicle depreciation charge as  
   well as the provision for doubtful debts.

(ii) Preparing Phalira Limited Statement of   
     Financial Position as at 30th June 2020.
     The common challenges noted were;
• Current assets items appearing as liabilities  
    and vice versa.
• Failure to deduct debtor’s provision on the   
    Trade Receivables balance.
• Share Premium balance appearing under   
   liabilities instead of under Capital and   
   Reserves.
• Stationery expense wrongly treated as an   
    asset, as if the stationery items were inventory.

Overall, a few candidates scored more than half 
of the allocated marks in the items which was not 
satisfactory hence the overall dismal 
performance during this examination diet.

Question 2
The question was the least popular and it was 
attempted by very few candidates.

This question was divided into two parts.

Part (a) required defining the following elements 
of accounting information;
 
(i) Revenue.

Many candidates failed to mention that 
revenue is derived from “ordinary activities” of 
the business and that it can take different 
forms based on the nature of the industry that 
business is in. 
For instance, financial services industry’s 
revenue is derived from interest income and 
for accountancy firms (audit firms), their 
revenues are derived from audit fees.

(ii) Expenses
Many candidates failed to demonstrate good 
knowledge regarding outflows to generate 
revenue for a business.

(iii) Owner’s equity
Similarly, most candidates failed to properly 
define owner’s equity and how it is normally 
represented by Capital, Retained Earnings and 
Drawings.

Part (b) required preparing the following ledger 
accounts to record payroll transactions for AM 
Limited for the month ended 30 June 2020.

(i) Salaries account
    The entries posted in the account were on the  
    wrong side of the T account as well as some  
    candidates posted wrong gross salary amounts  
    to the account.
    The individual PAYE and pension amounts   
    were also missed out by many candidates.

(ii) Cash account
The balance b/d was posted to the credit side 
as well as candidates failed to post the 
balancing figures for the entire salaries related 
expenses as credit entries.

(iii) Pension control account
Wrong amounts were posted in the account 
as well as some candidates posted the 
transactions on the wrong side.
Some narrations were wrong as well as 
failure to balance the T account.

(iv) Salaries control account
The entries posted in the account were on the 
wrong side of the T account as well as some 
candidates posted wrong amounts to the 
account.
Some narrations were wrong as well as 
failure to balance the T account.

(v) PAYE control account
Similar challenges as in the other above 
accounts were also noted especially 
regarding posting wrong amounts as well as 
posting on the wrong side of the T account.

Overall, in all the four items, wrong 
narrations as well as failure to balance the T 
were common challenges. Low marks were 
scored by the few the candidates who 
attempted this question.

Question 3
Part (a) was subdivided into 3 parts; 
(i) Required mentioning five uses of a journal.
    Few candidates managed to correctly mention  
   3 uses, correction of errors, adjustments to   
   ledger entries as well as writing off bad debts  
   otherwise most answers were wrong.

(ii) It required explaining the purpose of aged   
      receivables analysis for a business.
     Most candidates lack knowledge as to the   
     main purpose of having an aged receivables  
    analysis. Some candidates wrongly mentioned  
    “making profits” and none of the candidates  
    who attempted this question mentioned  
     the “categorizing into time period  
     scales of receivables”. e,g. 30 days,  
     60 days, 90 days etc.

(iii) It required explaining the accounting  
       treatment for the following expenses  
       in the partnership accounts.

      (1) Salaries for partners
         Some candidates confused with  
         how these transactions appear in  
         an individual partner’s current    
         account.
        There were also some candidates  
        who tried to explain how they arise  
        based on the partnership’s   
        agreement when the question did          
not require them to do so though.

    (2) Interest on drawings
        Similar challenges highlighted under   
        salaries for partners were noted.

   (3) Interest on capital
        Similar challenges highlighted under   
        salaries for partners were noted.

Part (b) was subdivided into 2 parts.
    (i) It required listing any five items found in a  
         trial balance. It was discouraging to notice  
         very poor answers as some candidates    
         mentioned some account names which can  
         surely differ from one organization to   
         another e.g. sales, personal accounts etc.

   (ii) Required preparation of a trial balance for  
         Lusako Banda as at 31st October 2020.
        Challenges noted on this question part were;

   • Naming an account in customer’s/suppliers’  
      name instead of sales or purchases respec 
      tively e.g “bought goods from LY Limited” as  
      an account on the Trial balance instead of   
     “purchases”.
   • Preparing a financial statement based on the  
       amounts provided in the question.

  • Balances posted on the wrong side of the trial  
      balance.
  •  Creating T accounts.
  •  Failure to adjust some balances such as   
       inventories, cash on hand and trade creditors.

Overall, most candidates performed poorly on the 
question as no candidate scored more than half 
(i.e. 10) of the allocated marks.

Question 4
The question was divided into 2 parts. 
Part (a) was subdivided into 2 parts.
  (i)  It required defining the following terms
  (1) Gross loss

Some candidates defined Gross Profit instead of 
the examined Gross Loss and many failed to 
demonstrate the circumstances which can lead to 
Gross Loss when Cost of Sales were in excess of 
Revenue.

(2) Cost of goods sold
Similarly, candidates failed to explain correctly 
the formula of opening stock plus purchases less 
closing stock to derive on cost of goods sold.

(3) Net profit or loss
Most candidates only mentioned net profit 
scenario.
Some candidates failed to demonstrate that either 
net profit or loss emanates from deducting 
expenses from Gross Profit/Loss.

(ii) Required listing five items that are 
found in statements which are sent to credit 
customers.
Most candidates failed to mention most expected 
items which are found in credit customers 
statements such as “amounts not settled by the 
customer” or “amounts paid by the customer” 
etc.
There were some candidates who clearly showed 
that they confused a statement with an invoice.
It was strange to note that a good number of 
candidates failed to attempt this question part.

Part (b) required preparation of Ipyana Mwambe-
ne’s trading account for the six months ended 
31st December 2019 using (i) First in first out 
method of stock valuation and (ii) average cost 
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method of stock valuation. Some candidates lost 
marks due to failure to show workings for sales 
and purchases figures. Similarly, a good number 
of candidates also failed to compute correctly the 
closing stock value under each valuation method 
and not showing “opening stock” in the Cost of 
Sales section of the trading account.

Overall, extremely poor marks were scored by the 
candidates.

Question 5
The question was also divided into 4 parts, as 
follows:

Part (a) was subdivided into 2 parts and required 
the following;

(i) Listing four techniques used in preparing    
     accounts from incomplete records. A good  
    number of candidates failed to attempt this   
    question part and poor answers were noted for  
    those who attempted it.

(ii) Listing four costs that should be included in  
      the valuation of inventory. Similarly, a good  
      number of candidates failed to attempt this  
      question part and poor answers were also   
      noted for those who attempted it.

Part (b) required contrasting profit on disposal of 
an asset from loss on disposal of an asset.
Candidates who attempted Question 5 failed to 

properly explain how profit or loss on disposal of 
assets can arise hence could not differentiate the 
2. There were also a good number of candidates 
who did not even attempt answering this question 
part.

Part (c) required preparing cashbook reconcilia-
tion for NBM Ltd for the month ended 31st 
October 2020. A good number of candidates 
failed to update correctly the cashbook before 
attempting the bank reconciliation. The opening 
overdrawn cashbook balance of MK8, 500 was 
generally treated wrongly as well as wrong 
figures were captured when attempting to update 
the cashbook balance. For candidates who 
decided to prepare a T account, some entries 
were posted on the wrong side of the account.

For the reconciliation part, wrong amounts were 
used by the candidates.

Some candidates lost out marks by not attempt-
ing this question part.

Part (d) required preparation of (i) John Mike’s 
statement of profit or loss for the year ended 30th 
June 2020 and
 (ii) John Mike’s statement of financial position as 
at 30th June 2020.
Correct answers were generally noted on these 2 
question parts, save for the drawings balance of 
MK42, 125 which was wrongly treated as a 
liability by a few candidates instead of as part of 

Capital and reserves.

Overall, poor marks were obtained by most 
candidates who attempted this question.

Conclusion

Candidates and tuition providers are encouraged 
on the following so that there can be some 
improvement on pass rates in subsequent 
examination diets;
• Have a proper examination approach which   
    ensures that all question parts are attempted,  
    hence increasing chances of obtaining marks.
 • Ensuring that all workings are shown, and
 • Adequate coverage of the entire syllabus so  
    that candidates attempt all questions in the   
    examination.

Candidates are also encouraged to spare time to 
read examiner’s feedback for previous examina-
tions. The reports highlight common shortfalls 
noted in the past examination diets.
The examiner’s feedback is insightful for 
improvements to happen in successive examina-
tion diets.

There is also need to practice using past 
examination papers and suggested solutions 
uploaded on ICAM website for both candidates 
and tuition providers.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The candidate performance for the December 
2020 examinations was lower than that of 
September 2020. Understanding of some 
questions continued to be a challenge 
leading to candidates not answering the 
questions in the context it was asked. 
Some candidates did not attempt all the 
questions while others picked on only 
those parts requiring definitions or 
explanations, leaving out those that 
required calculations. Elements of 
memorizing answers from past question 
papers were noted as candidates provid-
ed answers from some questions in the 
past paper which were not in line with the 
context of the question this time. This 
was common.

Question 1

Part (a) required candidates to define the four 
types of standards. This was a recall question in 
which candidates were supposed to answer from 
memory. Over 50% of the candidates failed to 
define the terms correctly.

DECEMBER 2020 EXAMINATIONS
ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN PROGRAMME
PAPER T2.3: COSTING AND BUDGETARY CONTROL

In part (b), candidates were required to 
calculate the re-order, maximum, minimum 
and average stock levels. The major challenge 
was that candidates were either mixing up the 

formulas to be used in the calculations or did 
not know the formulas at all. For example, the 
formula for maximum stock level could be 
used as formula for minimum stock level. 
Others, despite knowing the formulas, they 
could not do simple “BODMAS” arithmetic – 

leading to wrong answers.

In part (c) candidates were required to prepare 
flexible budgets at 16,000 and 24,000 unit 
levels of production. Most candidates provid-
ed correct responses and were awarded full 
marks. However, some candidates calculated 
the variances after computing the flexible 
budgets. This was not required by the question 
and candidates did not gain marks for such 
work.  Fixed costs were expected to remain 

constant at all levels of production but 
some candidates tended to apportion 
the fixed costs (Depreciation and Other 
fixed costs) to the level of production. 
This was a sign of candidates’ lack of 
understanding of the behaviour of fixed 
costs. Lack of understanding can be 
attributed to inadequate syllabus 
coverage

Question 2

Part (a)(i) was on assumptions behind 
the economic order quantity (EOQ). 
Some candidates provided assumptions 
behind cost-volume-profit (CVP) this 

was wrong. Some candidates did not attempt 
the question. This was a sign of lack of 
knowledge on the assumptions.

Part (a)(ii) was on differences between contin-
uous stocktaking and perpetual inventory. The 

major challenge on this item was that candidates 
looked at perpetual inventory as a type of 
stocktaking while others mixed up the explana-
tions of the two. The terms perpetual and contin-
uous stock taking confused the candidates. They 
argued for continuous stock taking as if it was 
perpetual stock taking.  Some candidates wrote 
that perpetual stock taking is undertaken 
regularly while continuous stocktaking was 
undertaken on every movement of stock.  This 
was wrong and candidates lost marks.

Part (b) was based on explanations for costs and 
revenues for decision making.  Performance was 
poor and candidates demonstrated lack of 
knowledge. 

Part (c) was on process costing and candidates 
were required to prepare statement of equivalent 
units and cost per unit, calculate value of 
completed units, closing WIP and to prepare a 
process account. Presentation was a major 
problem. The figures candidates were putting 
together were quite difficult to follow with others 
failing to make use of the percentage comple-
tions so as to calculate cost per unit. Some 
candidates were putting on the debit side items 
which were supposed to be on the credit side of 
the process account and vice versa. This demon-
strated lack of understanding of double entry 
system for process costing.  

Question 3

Part (a) required candidates to explain the 
importance of re-order level, re-order quantity 
and minimum quantity. Instead of providing the 
importance, some candidates defined the terms. 
Regardless of how correct the definitions might 
have been, no marks were awarded as this was 
not what the question demanded of the 
candidates. Further, some candidates could not 
differentiate Reorder quantity and minimum 
quantity and took them both as a level at which 
stock will be replenished.

In part (b), candidates were required to explain 
the difference between job and process costing 
and also why departmental overhead rates are 
preferred to plant-wide. Candidates provided 
partially correct responses due to inadequate 
knowledge. 

Part (c) required candidates to apportion 
overheads using simultaneous equations. 
Formulation of the equations was the major 
challenge with most candidates either mixing up 
the percentages for allocation for the service 
departments in the equation or not coming up 
with any equation at all. Others formulated the 
equations quite alright but failed to solve them 
thereby demonstrating lack of basic algebra 
skills.

Question 4

Part (a)(i) o uses of CVP analysis was well done 
by most candidates. Most candidates had 
problems with differentiating the accountant’s 

and economist’s model of CVP analysis in part 
(a)(ii). In part (a)(iii) on limitations of breakev-
en analysis as a decision making tool, 
candidates  mentioned assumptions of CVP 
analysis which was not the requirement in the 
item hence lost marks.

In part (b)(i) most candidates were able to 

calculate the shortfall in labour hours but the 
challenge was in part (b)(ii) on calculation of 
profit maximization product mix. Some 
candidates failed to calculate the contribution 
per unit and instead calculated the profit (took 
into account fixed costs). This affected the 
calculations that followed. In some cases, 
candidates used the contribution per unit to do 
the ranking of the products instead of calculat-
ing and using the contribution per limiting 
factor. It was mere coincidence that this still 
led to the correct ranking of the three products 
but this was not the correct procedure. In some 
cases, even after properly ranking the produc-
tion mix, candidates still allocated the produc-
tion as if there was no limiting factor, all the 
products on demand were to be produced.

Question 5

Items in this question were from various topics 
with no calculations involved. 

Part (a) required candidates to explain uses of 
standards in the context of standard costing. 
Some candidates provided uses of budgets 
while others stated uses of standard costing in 
general. Although there is a relationship 
between budgets and standards, the two are 
not the same, neither are their uses. The 
requirement was to explain. Candidates could 
therefore have identified the use and explained 
how the standard is used in the context of 
standard costing. 

Part (b) on the impact of absorption costing on 
inventory valuation, product pricing and profit 
measurement was generally well done by 
candidates, so was part (c)(i) on use of 

high-low method in marginal costing as 
opposed to absorption costing. There were 
some problems noted in part (c)(ii) on 
difference between batch and job costing with 
some candidates giving similar definitions for 
the two.
  
Conclusion

Candidates are reminded of the need to 
understand the requirements before they start 
answering any question. In this examination, 
candidates lost a lot of marks for failure to 
understand the requirements of the question.  
Attempting all questions, including those 
requiring calculations, is also necessary as it 
increases one’s chances of passing. 
Candidates should prepare adequately on all 
areas of the syllabus so as to be able to attempt 
all questions. Candidates should avoid memo-
rizing answers to past paper questions. 
Instead, they should be able to look at the 
context in which the question has been asked 
and provide answers in line with the context in 
order to gain the desired marks.   



GENERAL COMMENTS

The candidate performance for the December 
2020 examinations was lower than that of 
September 2020. Understanding of some 
questions continued to be a challenge 
leading to candidates not answering the 
questions in the context it was asked. 
Some candidates did not attempt all the 
questions while others picked on only 
those parts requiring definitions or 
explanations, leaving out those that 
required calculations. Elements of 
memorizing answers from past question 
papers were noted as candidates provid-
ed answers from some questions in the 
past paper which were not in line with the 
context of the question this time. This 
was common.

Question 1

Part (a) required candidates to define the four 
types of standards. This was a recall question in 
which candidates were supposed to answer from 
memory. Over 50% of the candidates failed to 
define the terms correctly.

In part (b), candidates were required to 
calculate the re-order, maximum, minimum 
and average stock levels. The major challenge 
was that candidates were either mixing up the 

formulas to be used in the calculations or did 
not know the formulas at all. For example, the 
formula for maximum stock level could be 
used as formula for minimum stock level. 
Others, despite knowing the formulas, they 
could not do simple “BODMAS” arithmetic – 

leading to wrong answers.

In part (c) candidates were required to prepare 
flexible budgets at 16,000 and 24,000 unit 
levels of production. Most candidates provid-
ed correct responses and were awarded full 
marks. However, some candidates calculated 
the variances after computing the flexible 
budgets. This was not required by the question 
and candidates did not gain marks for such 
work.  Fixed costs were expected to remain 

constant at all levels of production but 
some candidates tended to apportion 
the fixed costs (Depreciation and Other 
fixed costs) to the level of production. 
This was a sign of candidates’ lack of 
understanding of the behaviour of fixed 
costs. Lack of understanding can be 
attributed to inadequate syllabus 
coverage

Question 2

Part (a)(i) was on assumptions behind 
the economic order quantity (EOQ). 
Some candidates provided assumptions 
behind cost-volume-profit (CVP) this 

was wrong. Some candidates did not attempt 
the question. This was a sign of lack of 
knowledge on the assumptions.

Part (a)(ii) was on differences between contin-
uous stocktaking and perpetual inventory. The 

major challenge on this item was that candidates 
looked at perpetual inventory as a type of 
stocktaking while others mixed up the explana-
tions of the two. The terms perpetual and contin-
uous stock taking confused the candidates. They 
argued for continuous stock taking as if it was 
perpetual stock taking.  Some candidates wrote 
that perpetual stock taking is undertaken 
regularly while continuous stocktaking was 
undertaken on every movement of stock.  This 
was wrong and candidates lost marks.

Part (b) was based on explanations for costs and 
revenues for decision making.  Performance was 
poor and candidates demonstrated lack of 
knowledge. 

Part (c) was on process costing and candidates 
were required to prepare statement of equivalent 
units and cost per unit, calculate value of 
completed units, closing WIP and to prepare a 
process account. Presentation was a major 
problem. The figures candidates were putting 
together were quite difficult to follow with others 
failing to make use of the percentage comple-
tions so as to calculate cost per unit. Some 
candidates were putting on the debit side items 
which were supposed to be on the credit side of 
the process account and vice versa. This demon-
strated lack of understanding of double entry 
system for process costing.  

Question 3

Part (a) required candidates to explain the 
importance of re-order level, re-order quantity 
and minimum quantity. Instead of providing the 
importance, some candidates defined the terms. 
Regardless of how correct the definitions might 
have been, no marks were awarded as this was 
not what the question demanded of the 
candidates. Further, some candidates could not 
differentiate Reorder quantity and minimum 
quantity and took them both as a level at which 
stock will be replenished.

In part (b), candidates were required to explain 
the difference between job and process costing 
and also why departmental overhead rates are 
preferred to plant-wide. Candidates provided 
partially correct responses due to inadequate 
knowledge. 

Part (c) required candidates to apportion 
overheads using simultaneous equations. 
Formulation of the equations was the major 
challenge with most candidates either mixing up 
the percentages for allocation for the service 
departments in the equation or not coming up 
with any equation at all. Others formulated the 
equations quite alright but failed to solve them 
thereby demonstrating lack of basic algebra 
skills.

Question 4

Part (a)(i) o uses of CVP analysis was well done 
by most candidates. Most candidates had 
problems with differentiating the accountant’s 

and economist’s model of CVP analysis in part 
(a)(ii). In part (a)(iii) on limitations of breakev-
en analysis as a decision making tool, 
candidates  mentioned assumptions of CVP 
analysis which was not the requirement in the 
item hence lost marks.

In part (b)(i) most candidates were able to 

calculate the shortfall in labour hours but the 
challenge was in part (b)(ii) on calculation of 
profit maximization product mix. Some 
candidates failed to calculate the contribution 
per unit and instead calculated the profit (took 
into account fixed costs). This affected the 
calculations that followed. In some cases, 
candidates used the contribution per unit to do 
the ranking of the products instead of calculat-
ing and using the contribution per limiting 
factor. It was mere coincidence that this still 
led to the correct ranking of the three products 
but this was not the correct procedure. In some 
cases, even after properly ranking the produc-
tion mix, candidates still allocated the produc-
tion as if there was no limiting factor, all the 
products on demand were to be produced.

Question 5

Items in this question were from various topics 
with no calculations involved. 

Part (a) required candidates to explain uses of 
standards in the context of standard costing. 
Some candidates provided uses of budgets 
while others stated uses of standard costing in 
general. Although there is a relationship 
between budgets and standards, the two are 
not the same, neither are their uses. The 
requirement was to explain. Candidates could 
therefore have identified the use and explained 
how the standard is used in the context of 
standard costing. 

Part (b) on the impact of absorption costing on 
inventory valuation, product pricing and profit 
measurement was generally well done by 
candidates, so was part (c)(i) on use of 

high-low method in marginal costing as 
opposed to absorption costing. There were 
some problems noted in part (c)(ii) on 
difference between batch and job costing with 
some candidates giving similar definitions for 
the two.
  
Conclusion

Candidates are reminded of the need to 
understand the requirements before they start 
answering any question. In this examination, 
candidates lost a lot of marks for failure to 
understand the requirements of the question.  
Attempting all questions, including those 
requiring calculations, is also necessary as it 
increases one’s chances of passing. 
Candidates should prepare adequately on all 
areas of the syllabus so as to be able to attempt 
all questions. Candidates should avoid memo-
rizing answers to past paper questions. 
Instead, they should be able to look at the 
context in which the question has been asked 
and provide answers in line with the context in 
order to gain the desired marks.   

ICAM has a dual membership policy  
for those who are both students and 
members. Such students are therefore 
required to pay membership 
subscription only which will also apply 
to studentship. Those that already paid 
for both should request to carry 
forward the student subscription fee.
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The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Malawi (ICAM) celebrated the 
success of its best students from the June (August) 2020 and December 
2020 Examination Sessions. The function was held at Sunbird Capital 
Hotel in Lilongwe on Tuesday, 2nd March 2021 starting from 1:30pm. Dr 
Valentino Zimpita, a member of the Examinations Committee and the 
Chief Executive Officer of ICAM, Dr Francis Chinjoka Gondwe graced the 
auspicious occasion.
 

The students were awarded for scoring highest marks in a paper, and 
others for completing a level in the shortest period possible. Each of the 
awardees walked away with the sum of K50, 000 per paper. A total of 56 
awards were given in all the three programs offered by ICAM: Certificate 
in Financial Accounting, Technician Diploma and the Chartered 
Accountant program. Some students received more than two awards with 
one of the students walking away with four awards defying the perception 
that ICAM examinations are difficult. 

The CEO of ICAM, Dr Gondwe, congratulated the awardees and urged 
them to continue working hard and register for the next level. The CEO 
also pledged support to them in every way possible. In a special way, Dr 
Gondwe thanked partners, TNM and Minet, for their unwavering support 

to ICAM and Sunbird Capital for hosting the event. He also 
called for other organizations to emulate the good example set 
by TNM and Minet to assist in promoting the accountancy 
profession in Malawi by contributing to the awards in monetary 
terms or even offering internship or employment to the 
awardees. 

In his remarks, the Guest of Honour, Dr Zimpita, congratulated 
the awardees and encouraged them to be unique if they are to 
stand out as the market has a number of accountants. He gave 
them words of wisdom that if they are to be unique they need to 
check their morals and principles besides having the technical 
Knowhow. He said that some good accountants have fallen 
because they lacked morals and principles. Dr Zimpita further 
emphasised that “if you have the technical knowhow but you 
have no morals and principles, you are nothing”. 
 

PRIZES GALORE FOR ICAM STUDENTS 
by Mercy Mdeza

Checking to ensure that cheques for the 
recipients were ready

Some of the recipients of the awards
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2020 BEST STUDENTS AWARDS 
DECEMBER 2020 DIET
  
SUBJECT                         STUDENT NAME

CERTIFICATE LEVEL  

Business Communication            Andrew P  Chagoma - 20F35720
                             Embrace Mwenechanya -20F35828
Practical Maths & Computing             Selelani Mkonda - 20F35914
Business Knowledge            Alice Botha - 20F35736
Business Accounting            Roosevelt Ngóngóla -19F35204
  
OVERALL CIFA BEST STUDENT 
COMPLETED AT FIRST SITTING
WITH BEST AVERAGE MARKS       Andrew P Chagoma - 20F35720
  
TECHNICIAN/DIPLOMA LEVEL  

Accounting/ 1               Hope Chihana - 19T26459
Communication               Peter Salima - 25T8510
Business Mathematics & Statistics      Yobu Nkhoma - 20T27052
Information Systems                       Charlotte Banda - 13T21649
Economics               Brian Imedi - 16T24159
Accounting /2               Charles Duncan - 19T26399
Auditing                               Ndumu Nyasulu - 18T25824
Business Law               Albert Butawo - 19T26536
Costing & Budgetory control             Noel Ngoma - 19T26621
Taxation                               Davie Chiotcha - 16T24345
Management               Ellen Lizigeni - 12T19249
                              Samuel Njiwa - 14T22124
                              Kondwani Mmangitsa - 19T26282
Company Law              Jane Kampa - 19T26343
  
CA LEVEL 1  

Accounting Framework              Vincent Choka - 19P3645
Legal Framework               Hetherwick Msamadya - 20P3743
Management Information             Constance Banda - 19P3674
Assurance               Mc Clement Kuyokwa - 20P3799
Principles of Taxation             Joseph Gondwe - 20P3880
Business and Finance              Mayamiko Columbus - 20P3757
Fin. Mgmt Acc.Skills & Competence    Emmanuel Majamanda - 19P3697
  
CA LEVEL 2  

Financial Management            Rowland Kauseni - 16P2787
Financial Acc. & Reporting                  Rowland Kauseni - 16P2787
Audit & Assurance             Noel Supedi - 18P3368
Tax Compliance              Anthony Juma - 20P3755
Public Sector Accounting             Mac Hurrington Phiri - 19P3661
Business Strategy             Emmanuel Mwafulirwa-16P2855
  
  
CA LEVEL 3  

Corporate Reporting             NONE 
Strategic Business Management         Hannock Kachala 
  

SEPTEMBER 2020 DIET  
  
SUBJECT                STUDENT NAME

CERTIFICATE LEVEL  

Business Communication  Yobu Nkhoma - 20F35557
Practical Maths & Computing   Henry Ngondongo - 19F35332
Business Knowledge  Chisomo Banda - 18F33855
Business Accounting  Yobu Nkhoma - 20F35557
  
  
OVERALL CIFA BEST STUDENT 
COMPLETED AT FIRST SITTING
WITH BEST AVERAGE MARKS            Yobu Nkhoma - 20F35557

TECHNICIAN/DIPLOMA LEVEL  

Accounting/ 1                   Austin Chakwera - 29T13760
Communication                   Noel Manda - 20T26871
Business Mathematics & Statistics  Innocent Chikaoneka - 20T27016
Information Systems                  Moses Kalumbi - 19T26718
Economics                  Hastings Chadza - 19T26645
Accounting /2                   Noel Ngoma - 19T26621
Auditing                            Christopher Chimphunga - 18T26000
Business Law                  Christopher Ngoma - 20T26869
Costing & Budgetory control  Peter Sonkhwe - 17T25268
Taxation                                   Samuel Njiwa - 14T22124
Management                   Danny Mwanyada - 17T24946
Company Law                   Moses Kalumbi - 19T26718
  
  
CA LEVEL 1  

Assurance                    Peter Khombeliwa - 20P3838
Principles of Taxation   Rhoda Chikoja - 19P3725
Business and Finance    Owen Jeremiah - 20P3822
Fin. Mgmt Acc.Skills & Competence  Ulembi Ngoma - 19P3720
  
CA LEVEL 2  

Financial Management                  CBE exams were postponed 
Financial Acc. & Reporting                   CBE exams were postponed 
Audit & Assurance                                  CBE exams were postponed 
Tax Compliance                    Mac Hurrington Phiri - 19P3661
Public Sector Accounting    Raymond Misomali - 14P2540
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NEWS &
UPDATES

THE JUNE 2021 EXAMINATION CENTRES 

 

TYPE OF EXAMINATION VENUE DISTRICT  
PAPER BASED  Blantyre 
 Likangala Secondary School Zomba 
 Livingstonia Synod Church Hall (Area 47) Lilongwe 
 St Augustine Parish Hall Mzuzu 
COMPUTER BASED  College of Medicine Blantyre 
 Malawi Institute of Management (MIM) Lilongwe 

 

New  Covenant Church Hall (Chihema) 

MULTIPLE SITTINGS
The Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
Malawi (ICAM), will start offering 
examinations four times in a year. This 
will start in September 2021. Students 
will no longer have to wait for 6 months 
to re-sit papers. The programme will be 
done in phases starting with Chartered 
Accountants Level 2 programme.

ICAEW has migrated from hard copies to 
digital copies. Students at Levels 2 and 3 
will be required to register with ICAEW in 
order to receive links for the digital copies 
through their email boxes. The students 
will also be able to access the Book shelf 
in times of open book examinations. The 
manuals can be accessed from anywhere 
and at any time. No more carrying heavy 
manuals around and no more shipping 
costs and no more long waiting periods.

To get a copy, students will pay through ICAM then orders will be pressed on 
behalf of the students then the copies will be sent to student mail boxes. The 
students need to order through ICAM because the manuals are subsidized by the 
Institute. 

ICAEW GOES DIGITAL ON LEARNING MATERIALS

Students are being informed that all Covid- 19 
measures will still be observed during the June 
2021examination session. Students without masks 
will not be allowed entry into the examination room. 
Buckets for washing hands and hand sanitiser will 
be available at strategic positions at all examination 
centres. Please note that the Institute will not 
provide masks to students at the examination 
centres.

COVID-19 PREVENTIVE MEASURES DURING EXAMINATIONS
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The Polytechnic, Management Development 
Centre (MDC) is now offering tuition in 
Chartered Accountant Malawi 
Programme of the Institute Of 
Chartered Accountants In 
Malawi (ICAM) at all levels 
from January 2021 as 
follows:

CA 
Level  
(Knowledge)

CA 
Level  
(Professional)

CA 
Level  
( Advanced)

The Director,
Management Development Centre 
The University of Malawi
The Polytechnic, 
Private Bag 303, Blantyre 3,
Tel: (265) 1 870 411 / 1 873 724
Email:
http://mdc.poly.ac.mw/

T

ICAM House, 
Masauko Chipembere Highway 
P.O. Box 1, Blantyre 
Tel: (265) 1 810 318 / 423
E-mail: icam@icam.mw
http://icam@icam.mw

The Institute of Chartered Acountants in Malawi

For more details please contact

CA LEVELS 2 & 3 STUDENTS’ ACCESS TO ICAEW WEBSITE
Starting from May 2021, students at Chartered Accountants Levels 2 and 3 will be 
able to have ICAEW student account by registering directly with ICAEW 
themselves. This arrangement will enable the students to have access to all 
resources available on ICAEW website just like the rest of the students across the 
world.
The students will also be able to access their examination results through their 
student accounts as soon as ICAEW releases them.



 

 

SCHOLARSHIPS
A. ICAEW TRUST

The ICAEW Trust has awarded bursaries to 
10 students, 2 from CA Level 1 and 8 from 
different universities. The current bursary is 
based on merit. Universities/ Colleges 
nominated the bursary recipients based on 
their performance. The Institutions whose 
students have benefited from this bursary 
fund are the Polytechnic, the Catholic 
University and the Malawi College of 
Accountancy.

The students will enroll for studies at CA 
level. Students will have liberty to study at a 
college of their choice. ICAEW will pay for 
their tuition fees, study materials and 
examinations fees. The students will also be 
attached to employers for them to gain 
Practical Work Experience.

B. ICAM TECHNICIAN DIPLOMA 
ICAM has awarded scholarships to 6 students. 
The requirements for the bursary was that the 
students should have a maximum of 15 points at 
MSCE, and must have qualified within the past 
three years with distinctions in English and 
Mathematics. Their age should not be more than 
22years.

The beneficiaries will enroll into the ICAM 
Diploma programme at a college of their choice.

ICAM will pay for their tuition fees, study materials 
and examinations fees. The bursary does not 
include cost of meals, accommodation and 
transport.

MIM – ICAM PARTNERSHIP 
FINANCE FOR NON-FINANCE 
MANAGERS
The Institute has signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with Malawi Institute of 
Management (MIM) to offer a post graduate 
certificate called Finance for Non-Finance 
Managers. It is aimed at building capacity of 
Non-finance Managers in decision making 
positions in financial matters. The subjects to be 
offered are; 
1. Introduction to Accounting and Finance     
    Management
2. Budgeting Process, Implementation and   
    Reviews
3. Cost Behavioural Analysis
4. Working Capital Management
5. Ethical Conduct, Behaviour and Professionalism  
    in Finance
6. Bank Reconciliation.
The programme will be on block release basis for a 
period of 6 months. It will be delivered at MIM 
campuses; Blantyre, Lilongwe and Mzuzu.
Graduates of this programme will be awarded 
certificates upon completion.
The programme rolls out on 17th May 2021.
For more details drop an email to 
icam@icam.mw or 
mimexecutive@mim.ac.mw

Simply, it is those that have risen beyond the theoretical concepts in the 
classroom to practical  aspects of accounting. 

PARTNERS
IN  PRACTICAL  WORK  EXPERIENCE

The demand for 

accountants on the 

market is clear but which 

accountants are being 

sought after?

In this regard, the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Malawi enters into 
partnerships with key employers to 
unmask opportunities for practical work 
experience for its students.

The good news is that ETG, one of the largest and fastest growing 
integrated agricultural conglomerates in Sub-Saharan Africa will take on 
board ICAM students for a six-month long practical training. 

Committed to Excellence                                                                where your future begins
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Below is a list of tuition providers registered 
with ICAM to offer tuition for ICAM 
Programmes:

SOUTHERN REGION

A. BLANTYRE

1. Malawi College of Accountancy (MCA) 
    P O Box 30644, Chichiri, Blantyre 3. 
    Tel: 01871411;   Principal: 0995377200 
    Email:  mcabt@mca.ac.mw
    Course Coordinator: Mr F M Phiri:     
    0997588426   Email: fmphiri@mca.ac.mw
    Asst. Registrar: Mr Chaononga: 
    0888679963  Email: chaononga@gmail.com

2. PACT College (Professional Accountancy &  
    Commercial Tutors), 
    P O Box 1651, Blantyre.  Tel: 0111556076  
    Website: www.pactschoolmw.com
    Email: pact.collegemw@gmail.com  
    Director : Mr F Chipala: 0999957120
    Email: fchipala04@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Amos Mkwamba: 0881281109
    Email: amosmkwamba@gmail.com
    
3. Staff Development Institute, 
    P/Bag 1, Mpemba. 
    Tel: 01691766 / 785 / 723 
    Email: sdi@sdi.ac.mw
    Director: O A Mteka: 0999939004
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Mathews Nyirenda: 0999237528, 
    Email: nyirendamathews@sdi.ac.mm
    
4. Michiru Business College, 
    P O Box 3098, Blantyre.  
    Tel: 0888749214, 0994177660, 0111573434, 
    Email: michirubusinesscollege5@gmail.com.
    Principal: Mr Mpindamalata: 0888749214
    Course Coordinator: 
    Nathan Chisukwa -  0888209733

5. Mikolongwe Vocational School, DAPP in    
     Malawi, P O Box 2732, Blantyre.  
    Principal: Mr August Kaliyati: 0888334342 
    Email: augustuskaliyati@yahoo.com 
    Course Coordinator: 
    Charles Mdokhwe – 0888181804, 
    Email: mdokhwecharles@yahoo.com

6. Accountancy Tuition College, 
    P O Box 31132, Chichiri, Blantyre 3.
    Principal: 
    Mr Chirwa: 0888898855 /  0888864226
    Email: info@accountancytuitioncollege.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr G A Munthali –  0888646643, 
    Email: gmunthali@escom.mw

LIST OF TUITION PROVIDERS FOR ICAM PROGRAMS 2021
7. International College of Business and  
    Management (ICBM), 
    P O Box 30733, Bt 3.
    Principal: Mr Omar: 0995352347  
    Email:  icbm1bt@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator 
    Richard Chisoni:   0999322305
    Email: richard.chisoni@gmail.com  

8.  Millenium University, 
     P O Box 2797, Blantyre. 
     Tel:0111916561/0111940871/0997757904
     Email: www.mu.ac.mw
     Programme Coordinator: Brenda Motshewa 
     brendamotshewa@yahoo.com

9. Soche Technical College, 
    P/Bag 515, Limbe.  
    Deputy Principal/Head of Academics:    
    Greystone Mabveka:  0888313144
    Email: greystonemabveka@hotmail.com
    Head of Accounting Section: 
    Hennock Mpazanje:      
    0999023786/0888525488
    Email: hmpazanje@gmail.com

10. The Polytechnic Continuing Education   
      Centre, P/Bag 303, Chichiri,  Blantyre 3
      Tel: 01870411
       Director: Mr Chikunkhuzeni : 0993996420
       Course Coordinator: Rodney Chikafutwa    
       0888870003 / 0999928974
      Email: rchikafutwa@poly.ac.mw

11. Skyway University, 
      P O Box 134, Blantyre   
      Tel: 0991668758 / 0888753444
      Principal: Mr sheriff  :       
      0998107310 / 0884678125
      Email: shuwarifikaisi2018@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: 
      Caesar Kondowe – 0888753444
      Email: kondowecaesar@gmail.com 

12. Blantyre Institute of Management, 
      P O Box 60488, Ndirande, Blantyre 6.      
      Tel: 0999285369 / 0888858868
      Principal: Mr Busy Lupanga Banda      
       0998952001
      blantyrecentreformanagement@yahoo.com
      Course Coordinator
      Winston K. Bergi:  0998952003

13. Central Christian University,
      P O Box 83, Blantyre.
      Tel: 0216400400, 0213400400
      Email: ccumw@gmail.com       
      info@ccuonline.mw
      Website: www.ccuonline.mw
      Facebook: www.facebook.com/ccumw
      Course Coordinator: Kaphesi Katandika
      0888659461 / 0999084171
      Email: kaphesik@yahoo.com

B. THYOLO

1.  Hope Business College, 
     P O Box 33, Luchenza.  Tel: 0996440299,  
     Email: hopebusinesscollegeac@gmail.com
     Course Coordinator  - 
     Augustine Chingetiman

2.  Royal Christian Business College, 
     P O Box 33, Luchenza.     
     Director: Alfred Chiphaka.  0999128948,                       
                                 0881142613
     Email: achiphaka@yahoo.com
     Course coordinator: Ignatio Vitus Maneya.      
     0996934492, 0883411466
     Email : ignatiomaneya@gmail.com.

3. ZOMBA

1. Nasawa Technical College, 
    P O Box 1, Magomero
    Principal: Yusuf Josaya. 
    0999920777 / 0880989730
    E: yjosaya@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: Kaphesi Katandika,                      
                       0888659461 
     Email: kaphesik@yahoo.com

2. TEEM Development Centre, 
    P O Box 873, Zomba. 0999719861      
    Tel: 0993862738  
    Email: teemdevelopmentcentre@gmail.com
    Principal: Fabiano Nkhoma
    Email: fabiano.nkhoma@gmail.com 
    Course Coordinator – Davie Msumba,      
    0999455516/0884485813 
    Email address: dfmsumba@gmail.com

3. Mubarak Complex College,  
    P O Box 1058, Zomba.  
    Tel: 0999347743/0888336973
    Principal: Munira Abdulla
    Email: mubarakcomplexcollege@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: George Majawa
    Email: georgemajawa@gmail.com 

4. Zomba Institute of Management and   
    Accountancy (ZIMA), 
    P O Box 266, Zomba. 
    Tel: 0882113796 
    Email : zimacollege@gmail.com
    Principal / Course Coordinator:
    Edson Chiwaya : 0882113796
    Email: chiwayaed@gmail.com
    Head of Administration: Kondwani Shonga    
    Email: kondwani.shonga@gmail.com

CENTRAL REGION

A. LILONGWE

1. Malawi College of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 30363, Capital City Lilongwe 3.      
    Tel: 01788314 / 315: mcal@globemw.net
    Campus Director: Nancy Munthali :             
                  0994408210
     Email: nlmunthali@mca.ac.mw

2. Don Bosco Youth Technical Institute, 
    P O Box 30254, Lilongwe 3. 
   Tel: 0111740056 /  0999203970 /        
         0211740056.
    Principal – Fr. Michael Mbandama:        
                     0993773598, 
    Email: michael@dbc-malawi.org
    Course Coordinator:  Precious Chilupsya:    
                                      0999203970, 
    Email: precious@dbc-malawi.org

4.  K & M School of Accountancy, 
     P O Box 31145, Lilongwe 3.  
     Tel: 01726027.
     Principal – Mr Mkwichi: 0999285066 
     Email: mkwichi@yahoo.com

5. Skyway University, P/Bag A155, Lilongwe.   
    Tel; 0999950461 / 0999561004 
    Principal: Mr N. Chikomesa: 0993952085
    skywayuniversity.lilongwe@yahoo.com.

6.  Lilongwe Vocational Training Centre, P O     
      Box 986, Lilongwe.  
      Tel: 01761427, 01762822 / 0888563707 
      Principal : Mr M Manjale
      Email : mmanjale@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: Alexina Katha:     
                        0888118805

7. Success School of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 40620, Lilongwe 4.  
    Tel: 01 710459 / 0999287566 / 0999637193 
    Principal:  G Makanja : 0884068483 /     
                          0999093227
    Email: gmakanja@gmail.com
    Course coordinator:  Ezra C Chimombo,     
                       0999287566
    Email: ezra.chimombo@mw.dsv.com or     
               chimomboezra@yahoo.com
                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                          
8. Lilongwe Technical College, P O Box 190,   
    Lilongwe. 
    Principal:  Mr Mvalo, 0888200050
    Email: ltcprincipal63@gmail.com
    Course Co-ordinator: Louis Sichali,     
                        0999577678 
   Email: louissichali13@gmail.com
   Assistant Course Coordinator: Themba   
   Banda, 0992899945 / 0884789545
   Email: thembachishala@yahoo.com

8. Jubilee University        
    P O Box X65, Post Dot Net, Lilongwe.  
    Tel: 01773688  Fax No. 01773686 
    Website: www.jubileeuniversity.ac.mw

9. Malawi Assemblies of God University, 
    Box 184, Lilongwe.  
    Registrar (Mr Newa): 0884214539
    Email address: registrar@magu.ac.mw     
              albert8newa@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: Pamela Mubunnu:   
        0881534228 
    Email: mubbunupamela@gmail.com

10. PACT College  
      P O Box 2635, Lilongwe    
      Tel: 0111912003
      Website: www.pactschoolmw.com
      Director / Course Coordinator: 
      Mr Owen Chibonga: 0999599504
      Email: owenchibonga@yahoo.com
    
11. Namitete Technical College, 
      P/Bag 5, Namitete. 
      Principal: Mr D Mtawali: 0888795550
      Email: namitetecollege@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: Charles Mphezu:     
                         0999150759
      Email: charlesmphezu4@gmail.com
      Assistant Course Coodinator: 
      Lonjezo Kalilani Katopola: 0995618681
      Lecturer: Timothy Nashon: 0888653537

12.  Columbia Commonwealth University, 
       P O Box 30603, Lilongwe 3 
       Tel: 011201193 : 
       Email: registrar@ccwum.org

13. Oxford Brookes University, 
      Area 12, City Centre, Lilongwe. 
      Phone/WhatsApp 0888850935. 
      Facebook: David Hastings Associated
      Email: info@hhamw.com
      Website:www.dhamw.com 

B. SALIMA
1. Salima Technical College, 
    P O Box 175, Salima.  
    Tel: 01263302, 0888204440, 0999204440 
    Principal: Mr Kalilani - 0888204440
    Email: principal@sateco.edu.mw      
              infor@sateco.edu.mw
   Course Coordinator: Mr Hurricane Manda    
   0999127878 / 088419194
   Email: mandahurricane@yahoo.com

C. DEDZA

1. Vision College of Management,  
    P O Box 353, Dedza.          
    Tel: 0995419597,0881549200
    visioncollegeofmanagement@gmail.com
    josephmasalah@gmail.com

NORTHERN REGION

A. MZUZU

1. Mzuzu Technical College, 
    P O Box 316, Mzuzu.  
    Tel: 01311754
    Email: mzuzutechnical@yahoo.com
    Deputy Principal: Mr Julius Phiri –       
    0888697897 / 0999924522
    Email: Julius.phiri4@gmail.com
    Examinations Coordinator: 
    Mr Mavuto Tchongwe: 0888587270 /    
                         0992095670
    Email: mavutotchongwe38@gmail.com 

2. BOB Asedec Commercial College, 
    P O Box 20074, Luwinga, Mzuzu 2.  
    Director: Mr B Kayir: 0888875176
    Email: bobasedec@yahoo.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Chawanangwa Junior Sibale:      
    0999311316

3. Mzuzu University,  
    P/Bag 201, Luwinga, Mzuzu 2.
    Tel: 01320722
    Email: hospitality@mzuni.ac.mw 
    Head of Dept. Gerald Milanzi: 0884638653 
    Email: gmilanzi@gmail.com

4. Malawi College of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 1331, Mzuzu.          
    Tel: 01310101/01312850
    Head of Programmes:  Mr M A Chavula
    Email: amchavula@mca.ac.mw
    Tel: 01312850   Cell phone:  0880692671
    Course Coordinator: Mr C S Liwinga 
    Email: cliwinga@mca.ac.mw  
    0888373188

B. RUMPHI

1. Livingstonia Technical College, 
    P O Box 6, Livingstonia. 
    Tel: 01368292 / 01368281 
    Email: liviteco@yahoo.com
    Principal: Mr Chinula: 0999274195 /    
                        0888049756
    Course Coordinator: Mr J H P Muyila:    
      0992290415 / 0888874614
    Email: joyousmuyila@yahoo.co.uk      
               joyoushpmuyila@gmail.com
    Assistant Course Coordinator: B J Msiska:    
    0999195774/0882566719
    Email: bostermsiska@gmail.com

2. Phwezi Women’s Training Centre,
    P/Bag 8,   Mzokoto. 
    Tel: 0888570273
    Course Coordinator: P Simwaka:      
    0888570273 / 0998633567
    Email: phwezifoundation@yahoo.co.uk

KARONGA

1. Miracle Technical Institute, 
    P O Box 99, Karonga, 
    Tel: 01362486
    Principal: Wanangwa Mfune Sichone     
    0992528253
    Email: wanangwamfune@yahoo.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mayamiko Chiwaya: 0992808308
    Email: mayachiwaya@gmail.com

2. Global Achievers College,
     P O Box 405, Karonga.  
     Tel: 0999610050, 0888905115.   
     Physical address: Behind MRA offices
     Email: globalachievers2020@gmail.com
     Director: Tyson Mwakaonja. 
     Tel: 0888836715 / 0999970203
     Email: mwakatyson@gmail.com 
     Course Coordinator: Mike Gondwe. 
     Tel: 0995550288
     Email: gondwemike54@gmail.com

NKHATA-BAY

1. Kunyanja Private Secondary School, 
    P O Box 66, Nkhata-Bay.  
    Director: Sydney Simumba  - 0888548017
    Email: simumbasydney@yahoo.com
    2nd Director: Feston Singoyi -  0884241986
    Email:  festonsingoyi@yahoo.com
    Course Co-ordinator: Abel Phale –         
                       0999777323
    Email:  abel.phale@nbs.mw

EASTERN REGION

MANGOCHI

1. Hope Business College, 
    Mangochi Campus, 
    P/Bag 38, Mangochi
    Tel: 0996440299,  
    Email: hopebusinesscollegeac@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator  - 
    Augustine Chingetiman
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Below is a list of tuition providers registered 
with ICAM to offer tuition for ICAM 
Programmes:

SOUTHERN REGION

A. BLANTYRE

1. Malawi College of Accountancy (MCA) 
    P O Box 30644, Chichiri, Blantyre 3. 
    Tel: 01871411;   Principal: 0995377200 
    Email:  mcabt@mca.ac.mw
    Course Coordinator: Mr F M Phiri:     
    0997588426   Email: fmphiri@mca.ac.mw
    Asst. Registrar: Mr Chaononga: 
    0888679963  Email: chaononga@gmail.com

2. PACT College (Professional Accountancy &  
    Commercial Tutors), 
    P O Box 1651, Blantyre.  Tel: 0111556076  
    Website: www.pactschoolmw.com
    Email: pact.collegemw@gmail.com  
    Director : Mr F Chipala: 0999957120
    Email: fchipala04@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Amos Mkwamba: 0881281109
    Email: amosmkwamba@gmail.com
    
3. Staff Development Institute, 
    P/Bag 1, Mpemba. 
    Tel: 01691766 / 785 / 723 
    Email: sdi@sdi.ac.mw
    Director: O A Mteka: 0999939004
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Mathews Nyirenda: 0999237528, 
    Email: nyirendamathews@sdi.ac.mm
    
4. Michiru Business College, 
    P O Box 3098, Blantyre.  
    Tel: 0888749214, 0994177660, 0111573434, 
    Email: michirubusinesscollege5@gmail.com.
    Principal: Mr Mpindamalata: 0888749214
    Course Coordinator: 
    Nathan Chisukwa -  0888209733

5. Mikolongwe Vocational School, DAPP in    
     Malawi, P O Box 2732, Blantyre.  
    Principal: Mr August Kaliyati: 0888334342 
    Email: augustuskaliyati@yahoo.com 
    Course Coordinator: 
    Charles Mdokhwe – 0888181804, 
    Email: mdokhwecharles@yahoo.com

6. Accountancy Tuition College, 
    P O Box 31132, Chichiri, Blantyre 3.
    Principal: 
    Mr Chirwa: 0888898855 /  0888864226
    Email: info@accountancytuitioncollege.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr G A Munthali –  0888646643, 
    Email: gmunthali@escom.mw

7. International College of Business and  
    Management (ICBM), 
    P O Box 30733, Bt 3.
    Principal: Mr Omar: 0995352347  
    Email:  icbm1bt@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator 
    Richard Chisoni:   0999322305
    Email: richard.chisoni@gmail.com  

8.  Millenium University, 
     P O Box 2797, Blantyre. 
     Tel:0111916561/0111940871/0997757904
     Email: www.mu.ac.mw
     Programme Coordinator: Brenda Motshewa 
     brendamotshewa@yahoo.com

9. Soche Technical College, 
    P/Bag 515, Limbe.  
    Deputy Principal/Head of Academics:    
    Greystone Mabveka:  0888313144
    Email: greystonemabveka@hotmail.com
    Head of Accounting Section: 
    Hennock Mpazanje:      
    0999023786/0888525488
    Email: hmpazanje@gmail.com

10. The Polytechnic Continuing Education   
      Centre, P/Bag 303, Chichiri,  Blantyre 3
      Tel: 01870411
       Director: Mr Chikunkhuzeni : 0993996420
       Course Coordinator: Rodney Chikafutwa    
       0888870003 / 0999928974
      Email: rchikafutwa@poly.ac.mw

11. Skyway University, 
      P O Box 134, Blantyre   
      Tel: 0991668758 / 0888753444
      Principal: Mr sheriff  :       
      0998107310 / 0884678125
      Email: shuwarifikaisi2018@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: 
      Caesar Kondowe – 0888753444
      Email: kondowecaesar@gmail.com 

12. Blantyre Institute of Management, 
      P O Box 60488, Ndirande, Blantyre 6.      
      Tel: 0999285369 / 0888858868
      Principal: Mr Busy Lupanga Banda      
       0998952001
      blantyrecentreformanagement@yahoo.com
      Course Coordinator
      Winston K. Bergi:  0998952003

13. Central Christian University,
      P O Box 83, Blantyre.
      Tel: 0216400400, 0213400400
      Email: ccumw@gmail.com       
      info@ccuonline.mw
      Website: www.ccuonline.mw
      Facebook: www.facebook.com/ccumw
      Course Coordinator: Kaphesi Katandika
      0888659461 / 0999084171
      Email: kaphesik@yahoo.com

B. THYOLO

1.  Hope Business College, 
     P O Box 33, Luchenza.  Tel: 0996440299,  
     Email: hopebusinesscollegeac@gmail.com
     Course Coordinator  - 
     Augustine Chingetiman

2.  Royal Christian Business College, 
     P O Box 33, Luchenza.     
     Director: Alfred Chiphaka.  0999128948,                       
                                 0881142613
     Email: achiphaka@yahoo.com
     Course coordinator: Ignatio Vitus Maneya.      
     0996934492, 0883411466
     Email : ignatiomaneya@gmail.com.

3. ZOMBA

1. Nasawa Technical College, 
    P O Box 1, Magomero
    Principal: Yusuf Josaya. 
    0999920777 / 0880989730
    E: yjosaya@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: Kaphesi Katandika,                      
                       0888659461 
     Email: kaphesik@yahoo.com

2. TEEM Development Centre, 
    P O Box 873, Zomba. 0999719861      
    Tel: 0993862738  
    Email: teemdevelopmentcentre@gmail.com
    Principal: Fabiano Nkhoma
    Email: fabiano.nkhoma@gmail.com 
    Course Coordinator – Davie Msumba,      
    0999455516/0884485813 
    Email address: dfmsumba@gmail.com

3. Mubarak Complex College,  
    P O Box 1058, Zomba.  
    Tel: 0999347743/0888336973
    Principal: Munira Abdulla
    Email: mubarakcomplexcollege@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: George Majawa
    Email: georgemajawa@gmail.com 

4. Zomba Institute of Management and   
    Accountancy (ZIMA), 
    P O Box 266, Zomba. 
    Tel: 0882113796 
    Email : zimacollege@gmail.com
    Principal / Course Coordinator:
    Edson Chiwaya : 0882113796
    Email: chiwayaed@gmail.com
    Head of Administration: Kondwani Shonga    
    Email: kondwani.shonga@gmail.com

CENTRAL REGION

A. LILONGWE

1. Malawi College of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 30363, Capital City Lilongwe 3.      
    Tel: 01788314 / 315: mcal@globemw.net
    Campus Director: Nancy Munthali :             
                  0994408210
     Email: nlmunthali@mca.ac.mw

2. Don Bosco Youth Technical Institute, 
    P O Box 30254, Lilongwe 3. 
   Tel: 0111740056 /  0999203970 /        
         0211740056.
    Principal – Fr. Michael Mbandama:        
                     0993773598, 
    Email: michael@dbc-malawi.org
    Course Coordinator:  Precious Chilupsya:    
                                      0999203970, 
    Email: precious@dbc-malawi.org

4.  K & M School of Accountancy, 
     P O Box 31145, Lilongwe 3.  
     Tel: 01726027.
     Principal – Mr Mkwichi: 0999285066 
     Email: mkwichi@yahoo.com

5. Skyway University, P/Bag A155, Lilongwe.   
    Tel; 0999950461 / 0999561004 
    Principal: Mr N. Chikomesa: 0993952085
    skywayuniversity.lilongwe@yahoo.com.

6.  Lilongwe Vocational Training Centre, P O     
      Box 986, Lilongwe.  
      Tel: 01761427, 01762822 / 0888563707 
      Principal : Mr M Manjale
      Email : mmanjale@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: Alexina Katha:     
                        0888118805

7. Success School of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 40620, Lilongwe 4.  
    Tel: 01 710459 / 0999287566 / 0999637193 
    Principal:  G Makanja : 0884068483 /     
                          0999093227
    Email: gmakanja@gmail.com
    Course coordinator:  Ezra C Chimombo,     
                       0999287566
    Email: ezra.chimombo@mw.dsv.com or     
               chimomboezra@yahoo.com
                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                          
8. Lilongwe Technical College, P O Box 190,   
    Lilongwe. 
    Principal:  Mr Mvalo, 0888200050
    Email: ltcprincipal63@gmail.com
    Course Co-ordinator: Louis Sichali,     
                        0999577678 
   Email: louissichali13@gmail.com
   Assistant Course Coordinator: Themba   
   Banda, 0992899945 / 0884789545
   Email: thembachishala@yahoo.com

8. Jubilee University        
    P O Box X65, Post Dot Net, Lilongwe.  
    Tel: 01773688  Fax No. 01773686 
    Website: www.jubileeuniversity.ac.mw

9. Malawi Assemblies of God University, 
    Box 184, Lilongwe.  
    Registrar (Mr Newa): 0884214539
    Email address: registrar@magu.ac.mw     
              albert8newa@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: Pamela Mubunnu:   
        0881534228 
    Email: mubbunupamela@gmail.com

10. PACT College  
      P O Box 2635, Lilongwe    
      Tel: 0111912003
      Website: www.pactschoolmw.com
      Director / Course Coordinator: 
      Mr Owen Chibonga: 0999599504
      Email: owenchibonga@yahoo.com
    
11. Namitete Technical College, 
      P/Bag 5, Namitete. 
      Principal: Mr D Mtawali: 0888795550
      Email: namitetecollege@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: Charles Mphezu:     
                         0999150759
      Email: charlesmphezu4@gmail.com
      Assistant Course Coodinator: 
      Lonjezo Kalilani Katopola: 0995618681
      Lecturer: Timothy Nashon: 0888653537

12.  Columbia Commonwealth University, 
       P O Box 30603, Lilongwe 3 
       Tel: 011201193 : 
       Email: registrar@ccwum.org

13. Oxford Brookes University, 
      Area 12, City Centre, Lilongwe. 
      Phone/WhatsApp 0888850935. 
      Facebook: David Hastings Associated
      Email: info@hhamw.com
      Website:www.dhamw.com 

B. SALIMA
1. Salima Technical College, 
    P O Box 175, Salima.  
    Tel: 01263302, 0888204440, 0999204440 
    Principal: Mr Kalilani - 0888204440
    Email: principal@sateco.edu.mw      
              infor@sateco.edu.mw
   Course Coordinator: Mr Hurricane Manda    
   0999127878 / 088419194
   Email: mandahurricane@yahoo.com

C. DEDZA

1. Vision College of Management,  
    P O Box 353, Dedza.          
    Tel: 0995419597,0881549200
    visioncollegeofmanagement@gmail.com
    josephmasalah@gmail.com

NORTHERN REGION

A. MZUZU

1. Mzuzu Technical College, 
    P O Box 316, Mzuzu.  
    Tel: 01311754
    Email: mzuzutechnical@yahoo.com
    Deputy Principal: Mr Julius Phiri –       
    0888697897 / 0999924522
    Email: Julius.phiri4@gmail.com
    Examinations Coordinator: 
    Mr Mavuto Tchongwe: 0888587270 /    
                         0992095670
    Email: mavutotchongwe38@gmail.com 

2. BOB Asedec Commercial College, 
    P O Box 20074, Luwinga, Mzuzu 2.  
    Director: Mr B Kayir: 0888875176
    Email: bobasedec@yahoo.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Chawanangwa Junior Sibale:      
    0999311316

3. Mzuzu University,  
    P/Bag 201, Luwinga, Mzuzu 2.
    Tel: 01320722
    Email: hospitality@mzuni.ac.mw 
    Head of Dept. Gerald Milanzi: 0884638653 
    Email: gmilanzi@gmail.com

4. Malawi College of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 1331, Mzuzu.          
    Tel: 01310101/01312850
    Head of Programmes:  Mr M A Chavula
    Email: amchavula@mca.ac.mw
    Tel: 01312850   Cell phone:  0880692671
    Course Coordinator: Mr C S Liwinga 
    Email: cliwinga@mca.ac.mw  
    0888373188

B. RUMPHI

1. Livingstonia Technical College, 
    P O Box 6, Livingstonia. 
    Tel: 01368292 / 01368281 
    Email: liviteco@yahoo.com
    Principal: Mr Chinula: 0999274195 /    
                        0888049756
    Course Coordinator: Mr J H P Muyila:    
      0992290415 / 0888874614
    Email: joyousmuyila@yahoo.co.uk      
               joyoushpmuyila@gmail.com
    Assistant Course Coordinator: B J Msiska:    
    0999195774/0882566719
    Email: bostermsiska@gmail.com

2. Phwezi Women’s Training Centre,
    P/Bag 8,   Mzokoto. 
    Tel: 0888570273
    Course Coordinator: P Simwaka:      
    0888570273 / 0998633567
    Email: phwezifoundation@yahoo.co.uk

KARONGA

1. Miracle Technical Institute, 
    P O Box 99, Karonga, 
    Tel: 01362486
    Principal: Wanangwa Mfune Sichone     
    0992528253
    Email: wanangwamfune@yahoo.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mayamiko Chiwaya: 0992808308
    Email: mayachiwaya@gmail.com

2. Global Achievers College,
     P O Box 405, Karonga.  
     Tel: 0999610050, 0888905115.   
     Physical address: Behind MRA offices
     Email: globalachievers2020@gmail.com
     Director: Tyson Mwakaonja. 
     Tel: 0888836715 / 0999970203
     Email: mwakatyson@gmail.com 
     Course Coordinator: Mike Gondwe. 
     Tel: 0995550288
     Email: gondwemike54@gmail.com

NKHATA-BAY

1. Kunyanja Private Secondary School, 
    P O Box 66, Nkhata-Bay.  
    Director: Sydney Simumba  - 0888548017
    Email: simumbasydney@yahoo.com
    2nd Director: Feston Singoyi -  0884241986
    Email:  festonsingoyi@yahoo.com
    Course Co-ordinator: Abel Phale –         
                       0999777323
    Email:  abel.phale@nbs.mw

EASTERN REGION

MANGOCHI

1. Hope Business College, 
    Mangochi Campus, 
    P/Bag 38, Mangochi
    Tel: 0996440299,  
    Email: hopebusinesscollegeac@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator  - 
    Augustine Chingetiman
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Below is a list of tuition providers registered 
with ICAM to offer tuition for ICAM 
Programmes:

SOUTHERN REGION

A. BLANTYRE

1. Malawi College of Accountancy (MCA) 
    P O Box 30644, Chichiri, Blantyre 3. 
    Tel: 01871411;   Principal: 0995377200 
    Email:  mcabt@mca.ac.mw
    Course Coordinator: Mr F M Phiri:     
    0997588426   Email: fmphiri@mca.ac.mw
    Asst. Registrar: Mr Chaononga: 
    0888679963  Email: chaononga@gmail.com

2. PACT College (Professional Accountancy &  
    Commercial Tutors), 
    P O Box 1651, Blantyre.  Tel: 0111556076  
    Website: www.pactschoolmw.com
    Email: pact.collegemw@gmail.com  
    Director : Mr F Chipala: 0999957120
    Email: fchipala04@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Amos Mkwamba: 0881281109
    Email: amosmkwamba@gmail.com
    
3. Staff Development Institute, 
    P/Bag 1, Mpemba. 
    Tel: 01691766 / 785 / 723 
    Email: sdi@sdi.ac.mw
    Director: O A Mteka: 0999939004
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Mathews Nyirenda: 0999237528, 
    Email: nyirendamathews@sdi.ac.mm
    
4. Michiru Business College, 
    P O Box 3098, Blantyre.  
    Tel: 0888749214, 0994177660, 0111573434, 
    Email: michirubusinesscollege5@gmail.com.
    Principal: Mr Mpindamalata: 0888749214
    Course Coordinator: 
    Nathan Chisukwa -  0888209733

5. Mikolongwe Vocational School, DAPP in    
     Malawi, P O Box 2732, Blantyre.  
    Principal: Mr August Kaliyati: 0888334342 
    Email: augustuskaliyati@yahoo.com 
    Course Coordinator: 
    Charles Mdokhwe – 0888181804, 
    Email: mdokhwecharles@yahoo.com

6. Accountancy Tuition College, 
    P O Box 31132, Chichiri, Blantyre 3.
    Principal: 
    Mr Chirwa: 0888898855 /  0888864226
    Email: info@accountancytuitioncollege.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr G A Munthali –  0888646643, 
    Email: gmunthali@escom.mw

7. International College of Business and  
    Management (ICBM), 
    P O Box 30733, Bt 3.
    Principal: Mr Omar: 0995352347  
    Email:  icbm1bt@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator 
    Richard Chisoni:   0999322305
    Email: richard.chisoni@gmail.com  

8.  Millenium University, 
     P O Box 2797, Blantyre. 
     Tel:0111916561/0111940871/0997757904
     Email: www.mu.ac.mw
     Programme Coordinator: Brenda Motshewa 
     brendamotshewa@yahoo.com

9. Soche Technical College, 
    P/Bag 515, Limbe.  
    Deputy Principal/Head of Academics:    
    Greystone Mabveka:  0888313144
    Email: greystonemabveka@hotmail.com
    Head of Accounting Section: 
    Hennock Mpazanje:      
    0999023786/0888525488
    Email: hmpazanje@gmail.com

10. The Polytechnic Continuing Education   
      Centre, P/Bag 303, Chichiri,  Blantyre 3
      Tel: 01870411
       Director: Mr Chikunkhuzeni : 0993996420
       Course Coordinator: Rodney Chikafutwa    
       0888870003 / 0999928974
      Email: rchikafutwa@poly.ac.mw

11. Skyway University, 
      P O Box 134, Blantyre   
      Tel: 0991668758 / 0888753444
      Principal: Mr sheriff  :       
      0998107310 / 0884678125
      Email: shuwarifikaisi2018@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: 
      Caesar Kondowe – 0888753444
      Email: kondowecaesar@gmail.com 

12. Blantyre Institute of Management, 
      P O Box 60488, Ndirande, Blantyre 6.      
      Tel: 0999285369 / 0888858868
      Principal: Mr Busy Lupanga Banda      
       0998952001
      blantyrecentreformanagement@yahoo.com
      Course Coordinator
      Winston K. Bergi:  0998952003

13. Central Christian University,
      P O Box 83, Blantyre.
      Tel: 0216400400, 0213400400
      Email: ccumw@gmail.com       
      info@ccuonline.mw
      Website: www.ccuonline.mw
      Facebook: www.facebook.com/ccumw
      Course Coordinator: Kaphesi Katandika
      0888659461 / 0999084171
      Email: kaphesik@yahoo.com

B. THYOLO

1.  Hope Business College, 
     P O Box 33, Luchenza.  Tel: 0996440299,  
     Email: hopebusinesscollegeac@gmail.com
     Course Coordinator  - 
     Augustine Chingetiman

2.  Royal Christian Business College, 
     P O Box 33, Luchenza.     
     Director: Alfred Chiphaka.  0999128948,                       
                                 0881142613
     Email: achiphaka@yahoo.com
     Course coordinator: Ignatio Vitus Maneya.      
     0996934492, 0883411466
     Email : ignatiomaneya@gmail.com.

3. ZOMBA

1. Nasawa Technical College, 
    P O Box 1, Magomero
    Principal: Yusuf Josaya. 
    0999920777 / 0880989730
    E: yjosaya@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: Kaphesi Katandika,                      
                       0888659461 
     Email: kaphesik@yahoo.com

2. TEEM Development Centre, 
    P O Box 873, Zomba. 0999719861      
    Tel: 0993862738  
    Email: teemdevelopmentcentre@gmail.com
    Principal: Fabiano Nkhoma
    Email: fabiano.nkhoma@gmail.com 
    Course Coordinator – Davie Msumba,      
    0999455516/0884485813 
    Email address: dfmsumba@gmail.com

3. Mubarak Complex College,  
    P O Box 1058, Zomba.  
    Tel: 0999347743/0888336973
    Principal: Munira Abdulla
    Email: mubarakcomplexcollege@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: George Majawa
    Email: georgemajawa@gmail.com 

4. Zomba Institute of Management and   
    Accountancy (ZIMA), 
    P O Box 266, Zomba. 
    Tel: 0882113796 
    Email : zimacollege@gmail.com
    Principal / Course Coordinator:
    Edson Chiwaya : 0882113796
    Email: chiwayaed@gmail.com
    Head of Administration: Kondwani Shonga    
    Email: kondwani.shonga@gmail.com

CENTRAL REGION

A. LILONGWE

1. Malawi College of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 30363, Capital City Lilongwe 3.      
    Tel: 01788314 / 315: mcal@globemw.net
    Campus Director: Nancy Munthali :             
                  0994408210
     Email: nlmunthali@mca.ac.mw

2. Don Bosco Youth Technical Institute, 
    P O Box 30254, Lilongwe 3. 
   Tel: 0111740056 /  0999203970 /        
         0211740056.
    Principal – Fr. Michael Mbandama:        
                     0993773598, 
    Email: michael@dbc-malawi.org
    Course Coordinator:  Precious Chilupsya:    
                                      0999203970, 
    Email: precious@dbc-malawi.org

4.  K & M School of Accountancy, 
     P O Box 31145, Lilongwe 3.  
     Tel: 01726027.
     Principal – Mr Mkwichi: 0999285066 
     Email: mkwichi@yahoo.com

5. Skyway University, P/Bag A155, Lilongwe.   
    Tel; 0999950461 / 0999561004 
    Principal: Mr N. Chikomesa: 0993952085
    skywayuniversity.lilongwe@yahoo.com.

6.  Lilongwe Vocational Training Centre, P O     
      Box 986, Lilongwe.  
      Tel: 01761427, 01762822 / 0888563707 
      Principal : Mr M Manjale
      Email : mmanjale@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: Alexina Katha:     
                        0888118805

7. Success School of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 40620, Lilongwe 4.  
    Tel: 01 710459 / 0999287566 / 0999637193 
    Principal:  G Makanja : 0884068483 /     
                          0999093227
    Email: gmakanja@gmail.com
    Course coordinator:  Ezra C Chimombo,     
                       0999287566
    Email: ezra.chimombo@mw.dsv.com or     
               chimomboezra@yahoo.com
                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                          
8. Lilongwe Technical College, P O Box 190,   
    Lilongwe. 
    Principal:  Mr Mvalo, 0888200050
    Email: ltcprincipal63@gmail.com
    Course Co-ordinator: Louis Sichali,     
                        0999577678 
   Email: louissichali13@gmail.com
   Assistant Course Coordinator: Themba   
   Banda, 0992899945 / 0884789545
   Email: thembachishala@yahoo.com

8. Jubilee University        
    P O Box X65, Post Dot Net, Lilongwe.  
    Tel: 01773688  Fax No. 01773686 
    Website: www.jubileeuniversity.ac.mw

9. Malawi Assemblies of God University, 
    Box 184, Lilongwe.  
    Registrar (Mr Newa): 0884214539
    Email address: registrar@magu.ac.mw     
              albert8newa@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator: Pamela Mubunnu:   
        0881534228 
    Email: mubbunupamela@gmail.com

10. PACT College  
      P O Box 2635, Lilongwe    
      Tel: 0111912003
      Website: www.pactschoolmw.com
      Director / Course Coordinator: 
      Mr Owen Chibonga: 0999599504
      Email: owenchibonga@yahoo.com
    
11. Namitete Technical College, 
      P/Bag 5, Namitete. 
      Principal: Mr D Mtawali: 0888795550
      Email: namitetecollege@gmail.com
      Course Coordinator: Charles Mphezu:     
                         0999150759
      Email: charlesmphezu4@gmail.com
      Assistant Course Coodinator: 
      Lonjezo Kalilani Katopola: 0995618681
      Lecturer: Timothy Nashon: 0888653537

12.  Columbia Commonwealth University, 
       P O Box 30603, Lilongwe 3 
       Tel: 011201193 : 
       Email: registrar@ccwum.org

13. Oxford Brookes University, 
      Area 12, City Centre, Lilongwe. 
      Phone/WhatsApp 0888850935. 
      Facebook: David Hastings Associated
      Email: info@hhamw.com
      Website:www.dhamw.com 

B. SALIMA
1. Salima Technical College, 
    P O Box 175, Salima.  
    Tel: 01263302, 0888204440, 0999204440 
    Principal: Mr Kalilani - 0888204440
    Email: principal@sateco.edu.mw      
              infor@sateco.edu.mw
   Course Coordinator: Mr Hurricane Manda    
   0999127878 / 088419194
   Email: mandahurricane@yahoo.com

C. DEDZA

1. Vision College of Management,  
    P O Box 353, Dedza.          
    Tel: 0995419597,0881549200
    visioncollegeofmanagement@gmail.com
    josephmasalah@gmail.com

NORTHERN REGION

A. MZUZU

1. Mzuzu Technical College, 
    P O Box 316, Mzuzu.  
    Tel: 01311754
    Email: mzuzutechnical@yahoo.com
    Deputy Principal: Mr Julius Phiri –       
    0888697897 / 0999924522
    Email: Julius.phiri4@gmail.com
    Examinations Coordinator: 
    Mr Mavuto Tchongwe: 0888587270 /    
                         0992095670
    Email: mavutotchongwe38@gmail.com 

2. BOB Asedec Commercial College, 
    P O Box 20074, Luwinga, Mzuzu 2.  
    Director: Mr B Kayir: 0888875176
    Email: bobasedec@yahoo.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mr Chawanangwa Junior Sibale:      
    0999311316

3. Mzuzu University,  
    P/Bag 201, Luwinga, Mzuzu 2.
    Tel: 01320722
    Email: hospitality@mzuni.ac.mw 
    Head of Dept. Gerald Milanzi: 0884638653 
    Email: gmilanzi@gmail.com

4. Malawi College of Accountancy, 
    P O Box 1331, Mzuzu.          
    Tel: 01310101/01312850
    Head of Programmes:  Mr M A Chavula
    Email: amchavula@mca.ac.mw
    Tel: 01312850   Cell phone:  0880692671
    Course Coordinator: Mr C S Liwinga 
    Email: cliwinga@mca.ac.mw  
    0888373188

B. RUMPHI

1. Livingstonia Technical College, 
    P O Box 6, Livingstonia. 
    Tel: 01368292 / 01368281 
    Email: liviteco@yahoo.com
    Principal: Mr Chinula: 0999274195 /    
                        0888049756
    Course Coordinator: Mr J H P Muyila:    
      0992290415 / 0888874614
    Email: joyousmuyila@yahoo.co.uk      
               joyoushpmuyila@gmail.com
    Assistant Course Coordinator: B J Msiska:    
    0999195774/0882566719
    Email: bostermsiska@gmail.com

2. Phwezi Women’s Training Centre,
    P/Bag 8,   Mzokoto. 
    Tel: 0888570273
    Course Coordinator: P Simwaka:      
    0888570273 / 0998633567
    Email: phwezifoundation@yahoo.co.uk

KARONGA

1. Miracle Technical Institute, 
    P O Box 99, Karonga, 
    Tel: 01362486
    Principal: Wanangwa Mfune Sichone     
    0992528253
    Email: wanangwamfune@yahoo.com
    Course Coordinator: 
    Mayamiko Chiwaya: 0992808308
    Email: mayachiwaya@gmail.com

2. Global Achievers College,
     P O Box 405, Karonga.  
     Tel: 0999610050, 0888905115.   
     Physical address: Behind MRA offices
     Email: globalachievers2020@gmail.com
     Director: Tyson Mwakaonja. 
     Tel: 0888836715 / 0999970203
     Email: mwakatyson@gmail.com 
     Course Coordinator: Mike Gondwe. 
     Tel: 0995550288
     Email: gondwemike54@gmail.com

NKHATA-BAY

1. Kunyanja Private Secondary School, 
    P O Box 66, Nkhata-Bay.  
    Director: Sydney Simumba  - 0888548017
    Email: simumbasydney@yahoo.com
    2nd Director: Feston Singoyi -  0884241986
    Email:  festonsingoyi@yahoo.com
    Course Co-ordinator: Abel Phale –         
                       0999777323
    Email:  abel.phale@nbs.mw
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The Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
Zimbabwe (ICAZ) has partnered with ICAM where 
the former will deliver a CA Leadership 
Masterclass aimed at preparing ICAM students for 
leadership roles and skills that will prepare 
students to be future fit and relevant accountants.

The online course will be provided to students who 
are in training or those students who apply for 
admission into ICAM membership.

The ICAZ and ICAM agreement will run for 3 
years.

ICAM’s Director of Education and Training Chrissie 
Jere welcomed the partnership saying, ‘’This is a 
welcome development as it will prepare our 
students for future roles. In addition, we expect 
students to acquire soft skills including critical 
thinking and decision making.’’

Some of the modules of the program will include 
Lifelong learning, ethical leadership, digital 
acumen and business acumen.

ICAZ offers CA Leadership Masterclass to ICAM Students

EASTERN REGION

MANGOCHI

1. Hope Business College, 
    Mangochi Campus, 
    P/Bag 38, Mangochi
    Tel: 0996440299,  
    Email: hopebusinesscollegeac@gmail.com
    Course Coordinator  - 
    Augustine Chingetiman

Committed to Excellence
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